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In the name of Allah the Beneficent the Merciful

Indeed, the bounties of His guidance with which Allah

has bestowed humanity are such that the head of humanity

is always bowed down due to their greatness. They are so

thankful that every moment they are in search of ways to

compensate for this bounty by pleasing the last link of the

chain of guidance. That is, Hazrat Baqiyatullah (a.t.f.s.).

With their hearts brimming with his love and affection and

willingness to obey him they are always trying to find ways

to achieve his pleasure. May Allah have mercy on the great

religious scholar Ayatullah Sayyid Muhammad Taqi

Isfahani (r.a.) who has written a comprehensive book on the

subject of Marefat (Recognition) of Imam-e-Zamana (a.s.).

More than half of the latter portion of the second volume of
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this book deals with the duties and responsibilities of the

Shia and acts that can bring them nearer to their Imam

(a.s.). The title of this book is Mikyalul Makarim and there

are altogether eighty responsibilities of Shias with regard to

Imam (a.s.) during the ghaibat (occultation).  By fulfilling

these duties the followers of Imam (a.s.) can prove their

love and affection towards him.

Obviously, as the above book is lengthy and also in

Arabic and Persian, it is difficult for the common people to

derive any benefit from it directly. Therefore we decided to

first summarize the 80 duties and then translate them into

Urdu, so that later it can be translated into English and

other modern languages. So that even those who are not

conversant with Arabic and Persian languages may gain

knowledge and improve their hereafter. The method

followed in summarizing the 80 duties is that wherever the

original writer has quoted multiple traditions and narrations

to prove a particular point, we have selected only one or

two comprehensive traditions from them to illustrate the

particular duty. Or we have quoted the tradition that the

author had considered more important.

Men of letters are aware that the task of summarizing is

more difficult than translation. We have tried not to present

this book as a literary work and have avoided flowery

language. The language adopted by us is straightforward
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and the style, simple. We hope that readers will study this

book with special attention and offer their valuable

suggestions so that we can incorporate them in the future

editions and increase its usefulness.

We pray to the Almighty to enrich us by the wealth of

the Marefat of His Rightful Guide. May He give us the

tawfeeq to repay a lowly installment in recompense of the

labour of Prophethood of the Holy Prophet (s.a.w.s.).

Al-Sayyid Hasnain Rizvi Kararvi

(Zainabia Islamic Centre)

16, Muharram 1422 A.H.

11th April 2001.
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Excerpts from Mikyalul Makarim

Duties of Shias towards

Imam-e-Zamana (a.s.)

1
To obtain knowledge about the special characteristics of

Imam (a.s.) and to have information about the 'certain'

signs of his reappearance

This is obligatory according to texts (Quran and

Hadith), and reason.

Rational Proof: Imam-e-Zamana (a.s.) is a guide and a

leader whose obedience is compulsory and it is necessary to

recognize correctly one whose obedience is compulsory. So

that if someone lays a false claim to be that leader he can be

exposed at once and we shall not be misguided by his false

propaganda. Thus the Marefat of Imam-e-Zamana (a.s.) is

wajib and it is also wajib to learn about his special

characteristics so that if a false claimant of Mahdaviyat

appears we can, at once, realize his falsehood.
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Textual Proof: Shaykh Sadooq (r.a.) has recorded a

tradition of Imam Musa Kazim (a.s.) that he said,

"One who doubts about four things has denied

everything revealed by Allah. One of these being the

Marefat of the Imam of age".

In addition to the above there are dozens of traditions

that emphasize the necessity of having the Marefat of ones

Imam (a.s.), because if one is unaware of his lineage and

descent etc, there is a great risk of misunderstanding. Also

if the actual characteristics and qualities of the Imam are

not known how can one understand the scope of his

Imamat? Therefore, knowledge of his lineage and personal

qualities is very important.

2
To be respectful while mentioning him

A momin should always mention Imam (a.s.) with the

best of the titles. For example, Hujjat, Qaem, Mahdi,

Sahibul Amr and Sahibuz-Zaman etc. He should refrain

from uttering his actual name, which is the name of Holy

Prophet (s.a.w.s.): (M - H - M - D).

There are varying opinions among the scholars, as

regards the pronouncing of the name of Imam (a.s.). Some

have given unrestricted permission, some have prohibited it

completely, some have allowed it except in Taqaiyya and

some consider it Makrooh (detestable). Others maintain that
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the prohibition of uttering his name was restricted to the

period of lesser occultation (Ghaibat-e-Sughra). In spite of

myriad opinions the following are accepted facts:

1. It is allowed to mention the name of Imam (a.s.) in

books, in discussion connected with him. There is no doubt

about it. The legality of this is proved from the practice of

all past scholars and also the fact that none of them have

ever objected against this practice.

2. No one have even prohibited the mention of Imam

(a.s.) by indication or clue. Like saying that the name of

Imam (a.s.) is the same as the name of the Holy Prophet

(s.a.w.s.). The tradition of the Messenger of Allah (s.a.w.s.)

narrated by the Shia as well as Sunni scholars through

various chains of narrators says,

"Mahdi is from my progeny. His name is my name and

his Kunniyat is my Kunniyat (agnomen)."

3. In the same way the mention of his name in

supplications and salutations (Ziarat) is apparently

permitted because it does not resemble the conditions

mentioned in the traditions.

Thus, precaution demands that we avoid mentioning the

real name of Imam (a.s.) in assemblies and gatherings and

refer to him only by his well-known titles. However, we

should only use the titles that are mentioned in the

traditions so that we do not contravene the rules of Islam.
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Secondly, the hadith prohibiting mention by name does

not include other, not so famous names, i.e. Ahmad etc.

3
Loving Him

The necessary condition for the performance of this

duty is that we fulfill all that which is the requirement for

loving him.

We all know that loving the Ahle Bayt (a.s.) is

obligatory. Affection for them is a part of our faith and a

conditions for acceptance of our deeds. Many traditions

have been recorded for this, but there is special emphasis

for the love of Imam-e-Zamana (a.s.).

1. Rational Proof: Human nature is designed in such a

way that the love for those who care for us goes deep into

our hearts. As mentioned in a hadith: The Almighty Allah

revealed upon Moosa (a.s.): 'Make Me loved among my

creatures and make my creatures eligible for My love.'

Moosa (a.s.) asked Allah how it was possible? He said,

'Invite their attention towards My bounties, gifts, kindness

and mercy, so that they begin to love Me.'

A similar tradition of the Holy Prophet (s.a.w.s.) is

reported about Hazrat Dawood (a.s.)

2. Textual Proof: Sayyid Muhaddith Bahrani has

reported a tradition through Numani that the Holy Prophet

(s.a.w.s.) said, "The Almighty Allah revealed on me on the
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night of Me'raj (ascension): 'O Muhammad! If one of My

slaves worships Me so much that he dies in it, but denies

the Wilayat of your (Ahle Bayt), I would put him in Hell.' 

Then He said, 'O Muhammad! Do you want to see your

successors whose wilayat is obligatory upon the people?'

'Yes', I said and I was ordered to stand up. As soon as I

moved forward I saw Ali Ibne Abi Talib, Hasan, Husain,

Ali Ibne Husain, Muhammad Ibne Ali, Ja'far Ibne

Muhammad, Moosa Ibne Ja'far,  Ali  Ibne Moosa,

Muhammad Ibne Ali, Ali Ibne Muhammad, Hasan Ibne Ali

and Hujjat-e-Qaem (a.s.). Whose countenance was more

brilliant among them. I asked Allah who they were? The

Almighty said: These are the Imams (a.s.)  and this is Qaem

(a.s.), He would make My halaal as halaal and My haraam

as haraam. He shall take revenge from My enemies. O

Muhammad! You love him because I love those who love

him.'"

This traditions lays special emphasis on the love of

Imam-e-Zamana (a.s.) even though love of all Imams (a.s.)

is wajib on the people. The special mention (nass) of his

love indicates its significance. This is because of his special

responsibilities vis-à-vis that of other Imams (a.s.).
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4
Making him Popular among the People

The arguments that were applicable for the previous

duty are also applicable here. Reason dictates that we

propagate the love of one whose love is wajib and it is the

best of deeds. This is what would be most like by Allah.

That is why the Almighty Allah said to Moosa: Make

Me loved among My creatures. This clearly proves this

fourth duty. There is a tradition in Rawdatul Kafi from

Imam Sadiq (a.s.): "May Allah have mercy upon the one

who makes us loved among the people and does not do

anything that would make people inimical to us and hate

us. By Allah! If they had conveyed our meaningful sayings

verbatim to the people they would have created love and

affection in their hearts. And no one could have put any

sort of tag on them."

But the fact is that a person hears one thing and adds ten

more from his own side.

(Rawdatul Kafi Vol. 8 Pg. 229, H. no. 293)

On another occasion Imam Sadiq (a.s.) said, "May Alalh

have mercy on one who turns the love and affection of the

people towards us and he speaks about those whom they

know. And he leaves those who deny.

(Majalis of Sadooq Pg. 61)
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5
Awaiting his Reappearance

Our discussion on the duty for awaiting for the

reappearance of Imam-e-Zamana (a.s.) consists of a number

of arguments and for each argument there are numerous

supporting traditions. However, keeping in mind the factor

of brevity we have quoted only one of these for each

argument.

Issue No. 1: The virtue of awaiting is evident from the

traditions of the Messenger of Allah (s.a.w.s.) and the Holy

Imams (a.s.). An example of this is the praise for awaiters

in the words of Imam Sajjad (a.s.) in his supplication on the

day of Arafah.

There is  a tradit ion of Imam Sadiq (a.s .)  in

Kamaluddin: "One of you who dies awaiting for Imam

Mahdi (a.s.) dies as if he was with him in his tent."

(Kamaluddin of Shaykh Sadooq Chapter 55, Tradition no. 1)

Issue No. 2: Awaiting for the reappearance of Imam

Mahdi (a.s.) is obligatory for all: A tradition of Al-Kafi is

sufficient to prove this point. Imam (a.s.) said to a person

who came to him with a piece of paper, "This is letter of a

debater who has posed a question to the correct faith."

The newcomer said, "May Allah have mercy on you,

you guessed correctly." Imam (a.s.) said, "Confess to the

creed that there is no diety except Allah, and that
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Muhammad is His slave and His Messenger. And testify to

the veracity of all that is revealed by Allah. Imbibe the

Wilayat of our household, have harbour enmity towards

our enemies, submit to our command, cultivate piety and

humility and await for our Qaem. There is a great kingdom

in our fate. When Allah wills He will establish it."

(Usool al-Kafi Vol. 2: Pg 22)

Issue 3: The Real Meaning of Intezar:

Awaiting is a psychological condition of the person

who is waiting for someone. The opposite of Intezar is

usually expressed as despair etc. Thus the more hopeful you

are for the arrival of a particular person, the more particular

you shall be in making arrangements to receive him. And as

the time of his arrival nears, you become more expectant

and eager for him. So much so, that one ultimately starts

spending sleepless nights.

The more a person is attached to the one who he's

expecting, the more severe and painful his wait shall be.

Therefore those are waiting for their Imam (a.s.) their

waiting is proportionate to their love for him.

Issue 4: Is the intention of seeking Allah's nearness a

necessary condition for Intezar?

The reply to this question is based on two arguments.

First argument: Divine commands are divided into

three:
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1. Acts of worship where we know that intention of

seeking Allah's proximity is necessary, e.g. Prayers.

2. The action which is not a direct act of worship. Like

the cleaning of ones dress from Najasat (impurity). Here

our intention is just to complete a particular job.

3. Some acts about whom it is not known whether they 

are to be included in worship acts Allah.

In the first two types the command is crystal clear and

as for the last type if a person performs that particular act

with the intention of seeking Allah's nearness he would be

rewarded for it and if he performs it without the said

intention he will not qualify for any rewards. However, he

shall not be liable for any punishment either.

Second Argument: To follow any command with the

intention of Allah's obedience, whatever may be the cause.

That is, for the love of Allah, for thanking Allah, for

obtaining His nearness, desire for divine rewards, fear of

divine chastisement.

From the above, we conclude that the Intezar we are

commanded to practise is near to the third category. That is

we can obtain divine rewards for acting upon it only if we

have the intention for seeking Allah's  nearness.

Issue 5: Intezar is the opposite of Despair or

Hopelessness. Hopelessness is of two types:

1. To be absolutely hopeless of the reappearance of
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Hazrat Qaem (a.s.) is definitely haraam. The belief in the

reappearance of Imam (a.s.) is necessity of Shia Imamiya

faith. To despair of Imam Mahdi's (a.s.) reappearance is to

deny the Prophethood of Holy Prophet (s.a.w.s.).

1. On the basis of ones personal opinion or conjecture

one has lost all hopes that reappearance will occur within

fifty years. This hopelessness is also haraam, because a

study of traditions shows that we are supposed to await for

the reappearance of Imam (a.s.) day and night.

2. To lose hope that the time of reappearance and

advent of Imam Mahdi (a.s.) is near. This type of

hopelessness is also haraam. It is haraam because the time

of reappearance is kept confidential so that believers expect

it every moment. Any kind of hopelessness is not

compatible with Intezar (awaiting)

6
Expressing an eagerness to see him

This is one of the distinguishing characteristics of the

Imam's (a.s.) followers. There is no doubt regarding its

praiseworthiness and preference. Numerous traditions and

supplication make a mention of this quality. How

beautifully it is expressed in a couplet:

The heart burns and tears flow in the eagerness to see

you. The desire to see is burning us and the tears of

separation are going to drown us.
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Have you ever seen a drowning man in flames?

An ardent desire to see Imam (a.s.) is a meritorious deed

because it is one of the necessary requirements of love and

friendship. How can there be love when we are not eager to

see our beloved?

7
Relating the Praiseworthy qualities of Imam (a.s.)

To remember Imam (a.s.) through the mention of his

Fazael (special qualities). Proof for this is based on the

general traditions that recommend the narration of the

Fazael of other Purified Imams (a.s.).

Imam Ja'far as-Sadiq (a.s.)  has been reported to have

remarked, "It is the duty of a group of heavenly angels to

look at two or three people who are discussing the fazael of

Aale Muhammad (a.s.). One of the angels says, 'Look at

them! In spite of the fact that they are so few in number and

in spite of having so many enemies they are still discussing

the fazael of Aale Muhammad (a.s.).' The other group of

angels says,

"That is Allah's grace, He grants it to whom He

pleases, and Allah is the Lord of mighty grace." (Surah

Juma 62: 4)

(Rawdatul Kafi Vol. 8 Pg. 334)
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8
Grief of a believer due to Imam's separation

One of the duties of a believer is to be sorrowful in the

separation of Imam (a.s.). It is a sign of ones attachment to

Imam (a.s.). In the poetic collection of Imam (a.s.) the

following couplets are mentioned on the subject of 'true

friendship':

One of its signs is that it makes one seem like a sick

person due to the eagerness to meet his beloved. One of its

signs is that he is much attached to his beloved that he

dreads anything that will make him busy (in other things).

One of its proof is that he laughs among the people in

such a way that his heart is full of grief in like a mother

who has lost her grown up son.

This is one of the signs of the believers. In fact it is one

of the most praiseworthy quality and numerous ahadith

emphasize its significance. Here we quote one of such

sayings narrated from Imam Reza (a.s.). He says, "How

devastated would be the believing women and men when

the Imam will be hidden from them." 

(Kamaluddin)
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9
To be present in assemblies where the Fazael and

Manaqeb of Imam (a.s.) are discussed

Another important duty of a believer is to participate in

gatherings specially associated with Imam (a.s.) or where

people discuss matters connected to Imam (a.s.). In addition

of being a necessary sign of love it is also the implication of

Allah's words: 'March towards good deeds'. A tradition of

Imam Reza (a.s.) also confirms this, "One who sits an

assembly where our affair is being enlivened (our fazael

are discussed), his heart will not die on the day the hearts

of people die (Qiyamat)."

(Beharul Anwar Vol. 44 H. No. 1)

10
To organize gatherings where the Fazael of Imam (a.s.)

shall be discussed

The next important duty is to organize programmes

where the fazael of Imam (a.s.) are narrated. Where people

will pray for Imam (a.s.). Even if one has to work very hard

to organize such gatherings it is highly recommended

because it is the propagation of the religion of Allah, it is

the promotion of the word of Allah, it is a help in goodness

in piety and it is a help to the signs of Allah and the friends 

of Allah. Although all the previously quoted traditions
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prove this duty yet we shall quote a hadith of Imam Sadiq

(a.s.) on this juncture, "Meet each other because it enlivens

your hearts and causes the remembrance of our affair

(Wilayat), and our traditions will promote love amongst

you. That if you take them you are successful and achieve

salvation and if you leave them you shall be misguided and

fall into perdition. Act on these traditions and I guarantee

your salvation."

11-12
Composing and Reciting poems in Imam's Praise

One of the duties of Shias in Ghaibat is to compose

poetry or couplets in praise of Imam (a.s.) and recite these

poems etc. These two activities are ways to help Imam (a.s.)

A traditions from Imam Sadiq (a.s.) is recorded in the

chapter of Almegar in the book Wasaelush Shia. Imam

Sadiq (a.s.) says, "Allah makes a house in Paradise for one

who composes a couplet about us."

(Wasaelush Shia Vol. 10 Pg. 467)

13
To stand up with respect at the mention of Imam's

name

Whenever one utters the name or title of Imam (a.s.) one

should stand up in respect, as had been the practice of the

Twelver Shias. The textual proof can be cited from the
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report regarding Imam Sadiq (a.s.) as quoted in the book

Najmus Saaqib. The report says that one day the name of

Imam-e-Zamana (a.s.) was mentioned in gathering of Imam

Sadiq (a.s.). When the name was uttered, Imam Sadiq (a.s.)

stood up in respect. (Beharul Anwar Vol. 44 Pg. 278)

That standing up in respect is  recommended

(Mustahab) is proved from this above tradition, but there

are some occasions when it is obligatory to do so. For

example, when the name of Imam (a.s.) is uttered and all

the people stand up. Anyone who continues to sit without

any valid excuse has disrespected Imam (a.s.). And there is

no doubt that disrespect towards Imam (a.s.) is haraam.

14-15-16
Due to the sorrow of Imam separation one should weep,

make others weep and make a sorrowful face

It is the duty of every momin to weep in the separation

of Imam-e-Zamana (a.s.) and help others in weeping for the

same. We must mourn the difficulties that befall Imam

(a.s.). It is a duty of the Shias in Occultation of Imam (a.s.)

Imam Reza (a.s.) said, "One who remembers our calamites

and weep on them or makes others weep, on the day of

Judgement he shall be with us in our category. One who is

reminded of our sorrows and weeps or makes other people

weep, his eyes shall not weep on the day (Qiyamat) when

all the eyes shall be weeping."
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(Muntakhabul Athar)

In the same book Imam Sadiq (a.s.) is quoted, "One

who remembers us or our mention is made before him and

a tear equal to a mosquitoe's wing appears in his eyes, the

Almighty Allah forgives his sins even if they are equal to

the foam of the sea."

(Beharul Anwar Vol. 44 Pg. 248)

17
To Pray to Allah that He bestows us with the Marefat

(Recognition) of Imam (a.s.)

One of the responsibilities during Ghaibat is that we

regularly supplicate Allah to grant us the correct Marefat of

Imam-e-Zamana (a.s.). This is because gaining knowledge

is not restricted to writing and reading. Ilm (knowledge) is a

light and to whomsoever He desires he inculcates his heart

with it. He guides whomsoever he wishes. Only those are

guided - those who are guided by Allah.

Abu Baseer says that Imam Sadiq (a.s.) explained the

ayat: "And those who are bestowed wisdom they indeed

are bestowed with exceeding goodness" - '(Wisdom)

Means the obedience of Allah and (exceeding goodness

means) Marefat of Imam (a.s.)'

(Al-Kafi  Vol. 1 Pg. 185).
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18
Always Pray for Imam (a.s.)

To pray for the well being of Imam-e-Zamana (a.s.) is

an important duty of the Shia Ithna Asharis. Various

traditions have been recorded emphasizing this duty. The

great scholar Shaykh Kulaini in Al-Kafi, Numani in his

book Ghaibat and Shaykh Tusi in 'Ghaibat' state that Imam

Ja'far as-Sadiq (a.s.) said, 'This youth will have Ghaibat

before the advent of Qiyamat." "Why?" asked the narrator.

"For the fear of his life", replied the Imam (a.s.)

pointing towards his belly. Then said, "O Zurarah! He is

the awaited one (Muntazar), one whose birth will be

doubted. Some will even say that his father departed from

the world without leaving any heir. Others will say that he

was not yet born when his father expired. Some will say

that he was born two years prior to the martyrdom of his

father. He is that very Awaited one. But the almighty shall

test the Shias. Immediately after this begins the period of

doubts of the deviated people. O Zurarah! If you are alive

in such a time, recite the following Dua.

eôŠ»Üô]²ô]Ö†$u»ÛFàô]Ö†$uôn»Ü
]Ö×#ö̀Ü$Âø†ôùÊûßôoûÞøËûŠøÔøÊøô̂Þ$Ôø]ôáûÖøÜûiöÃø†ôùÊûßôoûÞøËûŠøÔøÖøÜû]øÂû†ôÍû

Þøfôn$Ôø]øÖ³×#ö̀³Ü$Âø†ôùÊûßôoû…ø‰öçûÖøÔøÊøô̂Þ$Ôø]ôáûÖøÜûiöÃø†ôùÊûßôoû…ø‰öçûÖøÔøÖøÜû
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]øÂû³†ôÍ»uö³r$jøÔø]øÖ³×#ö̀³Ü$Âø³†ôùÊû³ßô³oûuör$jøÔøÊøô̂Þ$Ôø]ôáûÖøÜûiöÃø†ôùÊûßôoû

uör$jøÔø•ø×ø×ûköÂøàû�ômûßôoû!

ÚövøÛø$‚õæ$�ÙôÚövøÛ$‚  ]Ö×$ö̀Ü$‘øØôùÂø×Fo
Translation: O Allah! Grant me Your recognition, for

if I do not recognize You I will not recognize your

Messenger. O Allah grant me the recognition of Your

Prophet I will not recognize Your Hujjat (Proof). O Allah!

Grant me the recognition of Your Hujjat. For if I don't

recognize Your Hujjat I will deviate from my religion.

19
Steadfastness in Praying for Imam (a.s.)

We have been commanded to recite this Dua regularly.

Shayikh Sadooq narrates from Abdullah bin Sinan who says

that Imam Sadiq (a.s.) said, "After this a time of such doubt

will befall you that you will be without the visible signs and

a guiding Imam. And no one shall be able to achieve

s a l v a t i o n  f r o m  t h i s  e x c e p t  t h o s e  w h o  r e c i t e

"Dua-e-Ghareeq." (Supplication of the drowning man).

The narrator asked what this Dua was? Imam (a.s.)

replied,

eôŠ»Üô]²ô]Ö†$u»ÛFàô]Ö†$uôn»Ü
m^]Ö×äm^…uÛFàm^…unÜm^ÚÏ×g]ÖÏ×çh$fkÎ×foÂ×oF�mßÔ  
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]Ö×$ö̀Ü$‘øØôùÂø×FoÚövøÛø$‚õæ$�ÙôÚövøÛ$‚
"O Allah! O Beneficent! O Merciful.O One who

changes the hearts (of people) Give me steadfastness upon

Your religion"

After repeating 'Muqallebal Quloob' the narrator added

the word, 'Wal absaar' (and the vision). When Imam (a.s.)

heard this, he said, "Indeed Allah is the Who changes the

hearts and vision, but you recite the Dua as I have said."

(Kamaluddin Vol. 2 Pg. 351)

20
Reciting Supplications During the Period of Ghaibat

It is a dua mentioned by Sayyid Ibne Tawoos in

Muhajjud Dawaat and it is to be recited during the

occultation of Imam Mahdi (a.s.). The narrator asked Imam

(a.s.) what the Shias are supposed to do in the Ghaibat of

Imam (a.s.)?

Imam (a.s.) replied, "In addition to reciting duas you

must await for the reappearance." "What should we pray?"

asked the narrator. Imam (a.s.) replied:

eôŠ»Üô]²ô]Ö†$u»ÛFàô]Ö†$uôn»Ü
]Ö³×#ö̀³Ü$]øÞû³køÂø³†$Êûjø³ßoÞøËûŠøÔøæøÂ†ùÊjøßo…‰çÖøÔøæøÂø†$Êûjøßøo
Ú¡ñôÓøjøÔøæøÂø†$ÊjßoÞøfôn$ÔøæøÂø†$ÊûjøßoæŸéø]øÚû†ôÕøV]øÖ×#ö̀Ü$Ÿø!ìô„ö

]ŸùÚø³^]øÂû³_ønû³køæøŸø]øæûÎ³oF]ôŸ$Úø³^æøÎønû³kø]øÖ×#ö̀Ü$ŸøiøÇônùfßoÂàÚøßø^‡ôÙô
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]øæûÖônø³^ðÕæøŸøiö³ô̂ÉÎø³×ûfô³oeø³Ã‚ø]ôƒûaø‚ømûjøßo]øÖ×#ö̀Ü$]a‚ôÞoÖôçôŸømèôÚøàû
Êø†ø•ûkø›ø^Âjøäü

ÚövøÛø$‚õæ$�ÙôÚövøÛ$‚  ]Ö×$ö̀Ü$‘øØôùÂø×Fo
Translation: O Allah! You have bestowed Your

recognition (Marefat) to me and bestowed the recognition

of your Messenger, and the angels and made me recognize

your Prophet and made me recognize the guardians of Your

affair. O Allah! I will not take anything except what you

bestow. And except for you I have no protector. O Allah!

Do not distance me from the grades of Your friends and do

not neglect me from the grades of Your friends and do not

neglect my heart after having guided it. O Allah. Guide me

towards the wilayat of one who obedience is made

incumbent on me."

 (Muhajjid Dawaat Pg. 332)

21
Knowledge of the Signs of Reappearance

It is wajib to learn about the signs of Reappearance that

are taught to us by the Imams (a.s.) Especially the 'Certain'

sign.

Rational Proof: We have already proved that Marefat

of Imam-e-Zamana (a.s.) is wajib. And this Marefat

includes knowing correctly the 'certain' signs of his

reappearance.
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Textual Proof: Imam Sadiq (a.s.) is quoted in the book

Al-Kaf i  that  he  sa id ,  "Recognise  the  s igns  (o f

reappearance). After knowing them correctly, the hastening

or delay of this affair will not cause you any harm."

Umar Ibne Hanzala reports that Imam Sadiq (a.s.) also

said, "There are five certain signs for Qaem (a.s.): Sufyani,

Yamani, Call from the Sky, Slaying of Nafs-e-Zakiyyah (The

pure soul) and sinking of the ground at Baidah?"

22
We must be Submissive as well as Impatient 

Abdul Rahman Ibne Kathir is quoted in Al-Kafi that he

was present in the assembly of Imam Sadiq (a.s.) when

Muhzam entered and said, "May our lives be sacrificed on

You! Please tell us when the affair that we await shall come

to pass?"

Imam (a.s.) replied, "O Muhzam! Those who fix a time

are liars, those who were impatient were destroyed and

those who resigned themselves to the situation got

salvation."

(Al-Kafi Vol. 1 Pg. 368)

Any undue impatience in this matter and failure to

maintain patience causes one to be misguided by deviant

leaders. These false claimants take the opportunity to

exploit those who are ignorant of the traditions of Imams

(a.s.). By propagating false concepts these people create
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doubts regarding the true reappearance and invite people

towards indecencies and deviations. The same impatient

people start following these false claimants, even though

Imams (a.s.) have clearly informed the people of the signs

that would precede the reappearance of Imam Mahdi (a.s.).

They have made a special mention of the signs that are

certain and commanded us to be steadfast on our beliefs. If

we encounter a claimant of being the special emissary

(Naib-e-Khas) of Imam (a.s.) or one who claims to be Imam

Mahdi (a.s.); before the occurring of the certain sings, we

must not pay any attention to him. We should beseech Allah

to keep us safe from the deceit of that satan.

23
Giving Sadaqah on Behalf of Imam (a.s.)

  Giving Sadaqah on behalf of Imam (a.s.) proves ones

love and friendship for him. The correctness of this

statement in based on whatever has been recorded

concerning the giving of Sadaqa or praying on behalf of

believers (momineen). As Imam (a.s.) is the Master of the

believers he is the most deserving.

Apart from this , we have many traditions that

recommend performing Hajj, Tawaf, Ziarat etc. on behalf

of Imam (a.s.). Further research, however, throws up the

evidence that if we sift through the huge collection of

hadith we shall find that every kind of worship act on
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behalf of Imam (a.s.) is highly rewarding. As mentioned by

Allahmah Ali Ibne Tawoos in his book Kashful Muhajja, in

which he has reminded his son about the acts that we

should perform during the Ghaibat of Imam (a.s.), He

finally says,

"You must care for his leadership, loyalty and

attachment in a way that Allah, Prophet (s.a.) and the

forefathers of Imam Mahdi (a.s.) expect from you. You

must give preference of the needs of Imam (a.s.) over your

own needs, when you are reciting the Namaz-e-Hajat

(Prayer of having your need fulfilled). Before giving

Sadaqah on behalf of your family members, give Sadaqah

on behalf of Imam-e-Zamana (a.s.) and pray for him. In

addition to this, give him preference in every good deed. All

this things will invite Imam's (a.s.) attention and favours for

you."

(Kashful Muhajja Pg. 151-152).

24
Giving Sadaqah for the safety of Imam-e-Zamana (a.s.)

Though there is nothing to say that this is a

recommended action, it is a demand for the love of the

kinsfolk of the Messenger of Allah (s.a.w.s.). Don't you

give Sadaqah on behalf of your family members when you

fear for their health and safety? Your Imam is more

deserving of this. Besides, a special kind of attachment
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develops between those who give Sadaqah on behalf of

Imam (a.s.) and Imam (a.s.) himself.

Another thing that indicates the importance of this act is

the tradition of the Messenger of Allah (s.a.w.s.). Shaykh

Sadooq reports that the Holy Prophet (s.a.w.s.) said, "The

faith of a Slave is not complete till he does not consider me

above himself and till he does not consider my family above

his family, my honour over his honour, myself over his own

self."

(Majalis Sadooq Pg. 201)

25-26
Performing Hajj on behalf of Imam (a.s.) or sending

someone as a proxy for Imam (a.s.)

This is customary among the Shias from the past

centuries. Many traditions have clearly stated the

recommended nature of these good deeds. Also the

traditions that speak of doing good to a believer, also apply

in such a case and support this custom.

Scholars have recorded numerous traditions that praise

the performance of good deeds on behalf of believers. A

couple of such traditions are presented below:

1- Ibne Miskan narrates from Imam Sadiq (a.s.) in the

book Al-Kafi that he asked Imam (a.s.): How much reward

is earned by a person who performs a Hajj on behalf of

someone else? Imam (a.s.) replied, "The reward of ten Hajjs
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shall be given to the one who performs it on behalf of

someone else."

(Furu Al-Kafi Vol. 4 Pg. 312)

2- Shaykh Sadooq (a.r.) writes in his book Man La

Yahzarul Faqih that Imam Sadiq (a.s.) was queried

regarding the person who performs Hajj on behalf of

others. Would be earn any rewards? Imam (a.s.) said, "One

who performs Hajj on behalf of someone else gets

rewarded for 10 Hajjs. (Also), the person (who has

performed the Hajj on behalf of someone) his mother,

father, sons and daughters, brothers and sisters, paternal

uncles and aunts and maternal uncles and aunts, all of

them receive salvation. The Mercy of Allah is spread wide

and He is kind."

27-28
To perform Tawaf (circumambulation) on behalf of

Imam (a.s.) or to send someone for performing tawaf on

his behalf

When we have proved that tawaf on behalf of Imam

(a.s.) is Mustahab (recommended) then it is understood that

sending someone in lieu of Imam (a.s.) would also be

Mustahab. Because this is a result of friendship and

gratefulness. Therefore its merit and goodness is proved by

reason. To send a person for Hajj as a proxy on behalf of

Imam (a.s.) is naturally more rewarding than sending a
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person to perform a tawaf.

However, there are some particular actions that are

specially recommended (Mustahab) on behalf of the Living

Imam (a.s.). The same are mentioned in the book of Al-Kafi

in a tradition of Imam Taqi (a.s.) reported by Moosa bin

al-Qasim. The narrator says that he asked Imam (a.s.), "I

wanted to perform tawaf on behalf of you and your

forefathers (a.s.) but people said that tawaf was not

permitted on behalf of the successors (awsiya)?"

Imam (a.s.), "Rather, you must do as many tawafs as

possible."

The narrator says that after a period of three years, again

he came to Imam (a.s.) and said, "I had previously obtained

permission from you to perform Tawaf on behalf of you and

your father. After this I performed as many tawafs as Allah

willed for me on behalf of you and your respected father.

After this I had an idea!"

"What was it?" asked Imam (a.s.),

"One day one I performed tawaf on behalf of the

Messenger of Allah (s.a.w.s.)."

Imam (a.s.) recited Salawat on the Holy Prophet

(s.a.w.s.) thrice. The narrator continued, "On the second

day I performed tawaf in lieu of Amirul Momneen (a.s.),

then for Imam Hasan al-Mujtaba (a.s.), Imam Husain (a.s.),

Imam Sajjad (a.s.), Imam Baqir (a.s.), Imam Sadiq (a.s.), on
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the eight day I performed it on behalf of your grandfather

Imam Moosa al-Kazim (a.s.).

On the ninth day for your respected father Imam Reza

(a.s.) and on the tenth day I had the fortune of performing

tawaf of your respected self. (a.s.). I worship Allah through

the wilayat of these personalities."

Imam (a.s.) said, "By Allah! You are worshipping Allah

through a religion (din) other than which Allah will not

except any din."

The narrator said, "Often I have performed tawaf on

behalf of your respected grandmother, Fatemah Zahra (s.a.)

and sometimes I didn't do it."

Imam (a.s.) said, "Do more tawaf! If Allah wills it will

be the best action performed by you."

(Furu Al-Kafi Vol. 4 Pg. 316)

29
Ziarat of the Holy Prophet and Imams (a.s.) on behalf

of Imam (a.s.)

 This action towards Imam (a.s.) which is the best

action of people proves that proxy Ziarat is Mustahab, and

other factors also prove it.

1. For example the proof that giving Sadaqah on his

behalf is Mustahab

2. The reason for the Istehab of proxy Hajj and tawaf

also proves that proxy Ziarat is Mustahab.
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3. Tradition that recommend the Ziarat on behalf of

momineen.

4. The prevalence of this practice among the scholars

and common people of the Shias.

5. Traditions that mention the Istehab of proxy Hajj

and tawaf also apply to proxy Ziarat.

6. The traditions of Allamah Majlisi in Beharul

Anwaar also proves our point: Imam Hasan al-Askari (a.s.)

sent a Zaer (visitor) for the Ziarat of Imam Husain (a.s.)

and said: One of the places where Allah likes supplication

and where he accepts supplication is the Haa-e-re-Husain.

(Beharul Anwaar Vol. 102 Pg. 257)

30
To Send a Pilgrim for Ziarat on Behalf of Imam (a.s.)

    It is Mustahab (recommended) to send a pilgrim on

behalf of Imam-e-Zamana (a.s.). It is a highly rewarding act

because it helps in goodness and piety and it is a gesture of

love for the kinsfolk of the Prophet (s.a.). It is a goodwill

gesture to Imam (a.s.). All the arguments that prove the

recommended nature of sending proxy for Hajj and Tawaf

are applicable for this also. 

31
Striving for Imam (a.s.)
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As much as possible, one should strive in the service of

Imam (a.s.) because tradition says that the universe exists

due to the barakat of Imam (a.s.). Secondly there are some

angels who are specially appointed in the service of Imam

(a.s.) and they do not even sit down in his presence without

his permission. There are many types of these traditions

however we are not relating them for prolonging the

discussion but just as a proof we present herewith a

tradition of Imam Sadiq (a.s.) wherein he says, "If I could

reach his time, I shall spend my life in his service."

This saying of Imam (a.s.) in not something unusual or

astounding. It is the reality. It indicates the superiority of

Imam-e-Zamana (a.s.) and it shows that if the service of

Imam-e-Zamana (a.s.) had not been the best form of

worship and obedience, Imam Sadiq (a.s.), whose each

moment of his life was spent in worship, would not have

expressed his desire to spend his valuable time in the

service of Imam-e-Zamana (a.s.).

32
Organising help of Imam-e-Zamana (a.s.) 

During the period of Ghaibat it is the duty to help

Imam-e-Zamana (a.s.). Because one who has helped Imam

(a.s.) has actually helped Allah. As Allah says, "Indeed

Allah helps those who help Allah. Certainly Allah is all

powerful, the mighty."
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Elsewhere, Allah says, "If you help Allah, He shall

help you and make you firm-footed."

Three points are worth noting here:

1. There is no doubt that Allah is All-Powerful and He

does not have any kind of need because He is the absolute

cause and Himself is Self-sufficient and all the creatures are

in need of Him whereas He Himself says, "You all are

poor in relation to Allah while Allah is the self-sufficient,

the praised one." Commentators of Quran state that

'helping Allah' means helping the Holy Prophet and the

Imams (a.s.).

2. Also, helping them means taking every step that is

in compliance of their commands. Therefore the method of

helping them depends upon the time and place. There  is a

difference between the help at the time of reappearance and

help during his ghaibat. If he is present among us we help

him by fighting Jihad in his company and when he is in

ghaibat we help him by praying for his reappearance.

3. Now let us see how Allah helps his servant. As

evident from traditions it is possible that Allah helps His

creatures in ease and in difficulty, in trials and prosperity by

keeping him safe from those things that distance him from

His Mercy. However, in this life their success over their

enemies depends upon the time and circumstances. Thus

sometimes our friends are in power and sometimes they are
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overpowered. The phrase, 'And makes them firm-footed'

may imply that in the end Allah would make them march on

Siraatul Mustaqeem (the Right Path)

33
Having a firm Intention of Helping Imam (a.s.) in event

of his reappearance

Apart from the fact that this intention is a necessary

requirement of Eimaan (belief) and one of the signs of

conviction (Yaqeen), many traditions have been recorded

for intention, reward and performing of good deeds and the

reward of every person depends upon his intention. This is

also proved from the words of the Master of Pious, Ali Ibne

Abi Talib (a.s.), who says, "Halt! Be patient in calamities

and difficulties. Do not move your hands and swords under

the madness that you utter. And for those affairs where

Allah has not made hasty you do not act hastily in them.

One who dies sleeping on his  bed with correct

understanding of the rights of Allah, His Messenger

(s.a.w.s.) and his family, dies a martyr and his reward is

upon Allah. And he has received the reward of that which

he intended to do. This intention of his will be considered

as pulling out the sword. And there is no doubt that there is

a fixed time for everything and a particular period."

34
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Renewal of Oath at the hands of Imam (a.s.) Every day

- Every Friday

One of the duties during Ghaibat is to renew the oath

fealty with Imam (a.s.). This can be accomplished after

every obligatory prayer or on Friday.

There are two aspects of this discussion.

(1) In the meaning of Bayat (oath) (2) The command of

Bayat.

Meaning of Bayat: Bayat means that a person gives

oath of fealty to a person in all sincerity and with loyalty.

That is, he shall help with his property and life one to

whom he has given the oath. And in helping him he shall

not be deficient in anything related to this oath.

In this like the oath mentioned in Dua-e-Ahad. There is

special emphasis to recite it in the morning for forty days

regularly. Also, the Messenger of Allah (s.a.w.s.) has

commanded his nation to pay allegiance to the Purified

Imams (a.s.). And there is no difference between the

presence or absence (Ghaibat) of Imam (a.s.). This type of

allegiance is a necessary requirement of Eimaan. Rather,

you cannot imagine faith without allegiance. Thus the seller

here, is the believer and the purchaser is the Almighty

Allah. As mentioned in the Holy Quran, "Surely Allah has

bought of the believers their persons and their property

for this, that they shall have the garden."
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(Surah Taubah 9:111)

The following allegiance should be renewed everyday

and it should be recited everyday after morning prayers.

Dua-e-Ahad: One of the supplications for renewing the

allegiance to Imam-e-Zamana (a.s.) is Dua-e-Ahad.

Regarding this Dua Imam Sadiq (a.s.) says,

 One who recites this Dua for forty days, will be

included among the helpers of Hazrat Qaem (a.s.). If he dies

before reappearance, the Almighty Allah will make him

alive so that he can fight Jihad alongside him (Imam Mahdi

a.f.t.s.) For every word of this Dua a thousand Hasanat

(good deeds) are written in the scroll of his deeds and one

thousand sins shall be erased. The Dua is as follows:

eôŠ»Üô]²ô]Ö†$u»ÛFàô]Ö†$uôn»Üô
]øÖ³×#ö̀³Ü$…øh$]Ö³ß%³ç»…ô]Ö»³Ãø¿ôn»Üôæø…øh$]Ö»Óö†»‰ôo(]Ö†$Êôn»Äôæø…øh$]Ö»føv»†ô
]Ö»ÛøŠ»röç»…ôæøÚöß»ô̂Ùø]Öj$ç»…Fmèôæø]Ÿ»ôÞ»rôn»Øôæø]Ö$̂eöç»…ôæø…øh$]Ö¿(Ø(æø]Ö»vø†öæ»…ô
æøÚö³ß»³ô̂Ùø]Ö»³Ïö³†»!áô]Ö»³Ãø³¿ôn»³Üôæø…øh$]Ö»³Ûø³×5³òô³Óø³èô]Ö»ÛöÏø†$eôn»àøæø]Ÿ»øÞ»fônø³«ðô

æø]Ö»³Ûö†»‰ø×ôn»àø]øÖ×#ö̀Ü$]ôÞ(o»]ø‰»òø×öÔøeôçøq»ồÔø]Ö»Óø†ôm»Üôæøeôßöç»…ôæøq»ồÔø

]Ö»³Ûö³ßôn»†ôæøeôÛö×»ÓôÔø]Ö»Ïø‚ôm»Üômø^uøo%mø^Îøn%ç»Ýö]ø‰»òø×öÔøeô^‰»ÛôÔø]Ö$„ôp»

]ø�»³†øÎø³k»eô³ä́]ÖŠ$³ÛF³çø]löæø]Ÿ»ø…»•ö³ç»áøæøeô³^‰»³ÛôÔø]Ö$„ôp»mø’»×øxöeôä́

]Ÿ»øæ$Öö³ç»áøæø]Ÿ6ìô³†öæ»áømø³^uøn&³^Îøf»ØøÒöØ(uøo)æømø^uøn&^eøÃ»‚øÒöØ(uøo)æømø^
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uøn&³^uôn»³àøŸøuøo$mø^Úöv»nôoø]Ö»Ûøç»iFoæøÚöÛôn»kø]Ÿ»øu»nø«ðômø^uøo%Ÿø]ôÖFäø]ôŸ$

]øÞ»³kø]øÖ³×#ö̀³Ü$eø³×ôù³È»Úø³ç»ŸøÞø³^]Ÿ»ôÚø³^Ýø]Ö»ø̀^�ôpø]Ö»Ûø»̀‚ôp$]Ö»Ïø«ñôÜøeôø̂Ú»†ôÕø

‘ø³×ø³çø]lö]²ôÂø³×øn»³äôæøÂø³×F³o!eø³«ñô³äô]Ö³_$^aô†ôm»àøÂøà»qøÛôn»Äô]Ö»Ûöç,Úôßôn»àø
æø]Ö»³Ûö³ç,Úô³ßø³^lôÊô³o»Úø�ø^…ôÑô]Ÿ»ø…»šôæøÚøÇø^…ôeôø̀^‰ø»̀×ôø̀^æøqøfø×ôø̀^æøeø†(aø^
æøeø³v»³†ôaø³^æøÂø³ß(³o»æøÂøà»æø]Öô‚øp$Úôàø]Ö’$×øçø]lô‡ôÞøèøÂø†»�ô]²ôæøÚô‚ø]�ø

Òø³×ô³Ûø³^iô³ä́æøÚø^]øu»’ø^åöÂô×»Ûöäüæø]øuø^½øeôä́Òôjø^eöäü]øÖ×#ö̀Ü$]ôÞ(o»]öqø‚(�öÖøäüÊôo»
‘øfôn»³vø³èômø³ç»Úôo»aF„ø]æøÚø^Âô�»köÚôà»]øm$^Úôo»Âø»̀‚÷]æøÂøÏ»‚÷]æøeøn»Ãøè÷ÖøäüÊôo»
Âö³ßö³Ïô³o»Ÿø]øuö³ç»ÙöÂø³ß»ø̀³^æøŸø]ø‡öæ»Ùö]øeø³‚÷]]øÖ³×#ö̀³Ü$]q»Ãø×»ßôo»Úôà»]øÞ»’ø^…ôǻ
æø]øÂ»³çø]Þô³ä́æø]Ö³„$]e(n»³àøÂø³ß»³äöæø]Ö»³ÛöŠø³^…ôÂôn»³àø]ôÖøn»³äôÊôo»Îø–ø«ðôuøçø�ñôrôä́

æø]Ö»³Ûö³Û»jø%ô³×ôn»³àøŸôøæø]Úô³†ôǻæø]Ö»³Ûö³vø³^Úôn»àøÂøß»³äöæø]ÖŠ$^eôÏôn»àø]ôÖFo]ô…ø]�øiô³ä́
æø]Ö»³ÛöŠ»jø�»ø̀³‚ôm»³àøeøn»³àømø‚øm»äô]øÖ×#ö̀Ü$]ôá»uø^Ùøeøn»ßôo»æøeøn»ßøäö]Ö»Ûøç»lö]Ö$„ôp»

qø³Ãø³×»jø³äüÂø³×F³oÂôfø³^�ôÕøuøj»³Û÷^Ú$Ï»–ôn&^Êøø̂ì»†ôq»ßôo»Úôà»Îôf»†ôp»Úöç,iøô̂…÷]
Òø³Ëø³ßô³o»�ø^aô†÷]‰øn»Ëôo»Úörø†ôù�÷]Îøßø^iôo»Úö×øfôùn÷^�øÂ»çøéø]Ö‚$]Âôo»Êôo]Ö»vø^•ô†ô
æø]Ö»fø³^�ôp»]øÖ³×#ö̀³Ü$]ø…ôÞô³o]Ö³_$³×»Ãøèø]Ö†$�n»‚øéøæø]Ö»Çö†$éø]Ö»vøÛôn»‚øéøæø]Ò»vöØ»

Þø³^¾ô³†ôp»eô³ßø³¿»³†øéõÚôù³ßôù³o»]ôÖøn»³äôæøÂørôùØ»Ê†øqøäüæø‰øồùØ»Úøí»†øqøäüæø]øæ»‰ôÄ»

Úø³ß»ø̀røäüæø]‰»×öÔ»eôo»Úøvør$jøäüæø]øÞ»Ëô„»]øÚ»†øåüæø]�»‚ö�»]ø‡»…øåüæø]Â»Ûö†ô]Ö×#ö̀Ü$
eô³ä́eô¡ø�øÕøæø]øu»³oôeô³ä́Âôfø³^�øÕøÊø³ô̂Þ$ÔøÎö×»køæøÎøç»ÖöÔø]Ö»vøÐ%¾øø̀†ø
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]Ö»³ËøŠø³^�öÊô³o»]Ö»fø³†ôùæø]Ö»føv»†ôeôÛø^ÒøŠøføk»]øm»‚ôp]Öß$^ŒôÊøø̂¾»ồ†ô]Ö×#ö̀Ü$Öøßø^
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eô�ø³o»ðõÚôù³àø]Ö»fø³^›ô³Øô]ôŸ$Úø³$̂Îø³äüæømö³vôÐ$]Ö»vøÐ$æømövøÏôùÏøäüæø]q»Ãø×»äö]Ö×#ö̀Ü$
Úø³Ë»³ø̂Â÷³^Öô³Ûø³¿»×öç»ÝôÂôfø^�ôÕøæøÞø^‘ô†÷]ÖôÛøà»Ÿømørô‚öÖøäüÞø^‘ô†÷]Æøn»†øÕø

æøÚö³rø‚ôù�÷]ÖôÛø^Âö_ôùØøÚôà»]øu»Óø^ÝôÒôjø^eôÔøæøÚö�ønôù‚÷]ÖôÛø^æø…ø�øÚôà»]øÂ»¡øÝô
�ôm»³ßôÔøæø‰ö³ßø³àôÞøfônôùÔø‘ø³×$³o]²öÂø³×øn»³äôæø�Öô³ä́æø]q»Ãø×»äö]Ö×#ö̀Ü$ÚôÛ$à»
uø³’$³ß»jø³äüÚô³à»eø³»̂Œô]Ö»ÛöÃ»jø‚ôm»àø]øÖ×#ö̀Ü$æø‰ö†$Þøfôn$ÔøÚövøÛ$‚÷]‘ø×$o]²ö
Âø³×øn»³äôæø!Öô³ä́eô³†öæ,møjô³ä́æøÚø³à»iøfô³ÃøäüÂø×Fo�øÂ»çøiôä́æø]…»uøÜô]‰»jôÓø^Þøjøßø^eøÃ»‚øåü
]øÖ³×#ö̀³Ü$]Ò»�ôÌ»aF³„ôåô]Ö»³Çö³Û$³èøÂø³à»aF³„ôåô]Ÿ»öÚ$èôeôvö–öç»…ôǻæøÂørôùØ»Öøßø^

¾öö̀³ç»…øåü]ôÞ$ö̀³Ü»mø³³†øæ»Þø³³äüeø³Ãôn»³‚÷]æ$Þø³†Fm³äöÎø³†ôm»f÷³^eô³†øu»ÛøjôÔømø³^]ø…»uøÜø

]Ö†$]uôÛôn»àø!
]Ö×$ö̀Ü$‘øØôùÂø×Fo  ÚövøÛø$‚õæ$�ÙôÚövøÛ$‚

In the Name of Allah the Beneficent the Merciful

O Allah ! Lord of the great light, Lord of the elevated

throne, Lord of the tumultuous seas and the revealer of the

Taurat, Injeel and Zaboor, Lord of the shadows and the

warmths, and the revealer of the Great Quran. Lord of the

proximate angels and Prophets and Messengers. O Allah I

beseech thee, for the sake of your nobel visage. And for the

sake of Your enlightening visage, and Your ever existing
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kingdom. O Everliving! O Controller! I beseech thee in

Your name. Which lits the heavens and the Earths; and in

Your name, by which the ancient and the latter ones

become upright. O Everliving Who was before every living

being. O Everliving Who shall (exist) after every living

being. O ever living who existed when there was no life. O

giver of life to dead. O one who causes death to the living

one. O ever living. There is no god except Thou. O Allah

send our master the leader, the Guide, the guided, the

upriser with Your command. Blessings of Allah be on him

and his pure forefathers. From all the believing men and

believing women. In the easts of the earth and its wests, in

its plains and its mountains, its lands and its seas, from me

and my parents. Blessings which are the weight of Allah's

throne and ink on his words, and whatever His knowledge

enumerates and his book encompasses. O Allah renew for

him my covenant, pledge and allegiance on my neck in the

morning of this day of mine and whatever days (of my life) I

live. I shall never turn away from it nor let it ever vanish. O

Allah appoint me among his helpers, aides, and his

protectors. Those who hasten to fulfill his commands and

obey his orders. Those who are his supporters and compete

with each other to (fulfill) his intention and seek martyrdom

in his presence. O Allah! If death occurs between me and

him (before the reappearence) (death which You have made
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obligatory and decreed for Your servants, Then raise me

from my grave, wrapped in my shroud, my sword

unsheathed, my spear bared, answering the call of the

caller in cities as well as deserts. O Allah! Show me the

rightly guided face of (Imam a.s.), the praiseworthy moon

and enlighten my vision by looking at him. Hasten his

reappearance, make his arrival smooth, vasten his path,

make me tread on his way and implement his authority and

strengthen his back. O Allah inhabit Your cities through

him, and give life to your servants due to him for surely You

have said and Your word is truth, "Corruption will become

rampant in land and on sea because of the evil which men's

hand have earned." Then O Allah! Manifest for us Your

slave and the son of Your Prophet's daughter, whose name

is the same as that of Your Messenger. So that nothing from

falsehood is victorious except that he tears them

(falsehood) to pieces, establishes the truth and the truth

confirms him. And O Allah! Appoint him as a refuge for

Your oppressed servant and a helper for the one who does

not find any helper for himself except You and the renewer

of all the laws of Your book which have been tempered with

and rebuilder of the signs of Your religion and of Your

Prophet (peace of Allah be on him and his Progeny). And O

Allah! Make him among those whom You have protected

from the evils of the adversaries. O Allah! And provide joy
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to your Prophet Muhammad (Peace be on him and his

Progeny) By his vision and (the vision of) the one who

follows him on his call. O Allah! Remove this sorrow (of

occultation) from this nation with his presence and hasten

for us his reappearance. They (the disbelievers) consider it

to be distant while we consider it to be near. For the sake

of Your mercy, O the most Merciful of all mercifuls.

Hasten! Hasten! O my Master, O master of the era.

(Mafatihul Jinan pg. 988)

It is Mustahab (recommended) to renew the oath of

allegiance with Imam-e-Zamana (a.s.) every Friday.

According to traditions every Friday the angels gather at

Baitul Ma'moor and renew the oath of allegiance to Imams

(a.s.).

There is another Dua by Imam Sajjad (a.s.) expressing

the same thoughts. This Dua is recorded in the book

Abwaabul Jannaat Fee Aadaabil Jamaat. Moreover, Friday

is the day when the Almighty Allah has obtained the oath of

allegiance from mankind for the Wilayat of Imams (a.s.).

One should try to perform as many virtuous acts as possible

on this day, because the reward for deeds is double on

Fridays and there is no doubt that this oath of allegiance is

an exceedingly important and perfect act of worship.

Command for Bayat: In the second meaning is the

command for Bayat. That is the command of putting ones
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hand into the hand of one whom we pay allegiance. This is

also of two types: (1) In the presence of Imam (a.s.) (2) In

the Ghaibat of Imam (a.s.).

In the first case, once Imam issues a command there is

nothing that can make the opposite valid because it is

obligatory to obey the Imam (a.s.). If Imam (a.s.) demands

allegiance from us we have to give him the oath of

allegiance or in case he commands we have to give it to his

special representative (Naib-e-Khaas). An example of this

type of allegiance is the allegiance commanded by the Holy

Prophet (s.a.w.s.) for Ali (a.s.) at Ghadeer-e-Khum.

However, in the presence of an Infallible Imam if a

fallible person demands allegiance, is it allowed to obey

him?

The Reply: If that person is specially appointed by

Imam (a.s.) and Imam (a.s.) has commanded us to give him

the oath of allegiance, giving him oath of allegiance is

necessary. Because in these circumstances his Bayat shall

be construed as the Bayat of Imam (a.s.) and it proved that

it is obligatory.

However, if Imam (a.s.)  has not appointed him

specially and has not issued any command, it is not

permitted to give him oath of allegiance. Whether that

person calls people to himself or claims to be the special

representative of Imam (a.s.), because the actual laws could
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be ascertained from the one who frames the laws.

35
Helping Imam (a.s.) with one's property

It is the duty of a believer that he must set apart a share

of his wealth and property in the service of Imam (a.s.). He

should continue this every year. This is obligatory for all

whether, rich or poor, whether lowly or exalted, woman or

man. There is no difference with regard to social status.

However, each has to contribute depending upon his

capability. As Allah says, "Allah does not impose upon

any soul a duty but to the extent of its ability."

(Surah Baqarah 2: 286)

The traditions have mentioned the dedication of a part

of our wealth to Imam-e-Zamana (a.s.) but there is no fixed

amount for i t  because apparently i t  is  a highly

recommended act and the Holy Imams (a.s.) have likened it

to a compulsory duty.

As mentioned in Al-Kafi, Imam Sadiq (a.s.) said, "There

is no better deed that earmarking a few Dirhams for Imam

(a.s.). The Almighty Allah makes this Dirham equal to Mt.

Uhud in Paradise for this donor."

After this Imam (a.s.) said, "The Almighty Allah says in

His book, 'Who is it that will offer of Allah a goodly gift,

so He will multiply it to him manifold."

(Surah Baqarah 2: 245)
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Imam says, "By Allah this is a special gift to Imam

(a.s.)."

36
Monetary Assistance to the Pious Shias and Friends of

Imam (a.s.)

This is mentioned separately in traditions and thus we

have also given it as a separate duty. For example, in Man

La Yahzarul Faqih, Imam Sadiq (a.s.) is reported to have

said, "One who could not do good to us, he should do good

towards our righteous Shias and friends, he shall get the

reward of helping us. And those who could not visit us

should visit of righteous friends, he shall get the reward of

our Ziarat (visitation)."

37
Pleasing the Believers

Pleasing the believers during the time of Ghaibat makes

the Imam (a.s.) very happy. Pleasing the believers is

possible through monetary assistance and physical help.

Sometimes their pleasure is obtained by solving their

problems or recommending their case to some authorities or

even by praying for them. At other times we could make

them happy by giving them respite for the repayment of a

debt. Thus while performing any of the above actions if the

intention of the doer is that Imam (a.s.) will be pleased with
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it, he will get the reward for it. Rather, there is more virtue

in this than merely pleasing the believers. A tradition of

Imam Sadiq (a.s.) in Al-Kafi says, "Those of you who please

a believer should not think that you have pleased only this

believer. By Allah! He has pleases us! Rather by Allah! He

has pleased the Messenger of Allah (s.a.w.s.)."

(Al-Kafi Vol. 2 Pg. 189)

38
Being a well-wisher of Imam-e-Zamana (a.s.)

It is mentioned in Al-Kafi that Imam Baqir (a.s.)

narrates from the Messenger of Allah (s.a.w.s.), that he said, 

"Allah does not look at any of His friends who has borne

difficulties in doing good for us except that, that person

will be with us in an exalted friendship."

In another place in the same book it is narrated that

Imam Sadiq (a.s.) said, "The Messenger of Allah (s.a.w.s.)

delivered a discourse among the people in Masjide-e-Khaif

and said: O Allah! Please the slave who listens to our

words, gives them place in his heart and conveys them to

those who have not heard them. He is mostly conversant

with  f iqh ( jur isprudence)  but  he  is  not  a  f iq ih

(Jurisprudent) himself. Many a times a person with

knowledge" of jurisprudence passes it to a more intelligent

jurisprudent.  A Muslim should not do Khayanat

(defalcation) in three things: (1) He should perform deeds
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purely for Allah (2) He should be a well-wisher for the

Imam (a.s.) and the religious leaders. (3) He should not

distance himself from their congregation, because their

invitation is for all those who like it. Muslims are brothers

to each other and their blood is of equal value and even the

weakest of them strives in the fulfillment of oath and vow.

(Al-Kafi Vol. 1 Pg. 403)

39
Ziarat of Imam (a.s.)

This is another duty of the Shias during Ghaibat. That

is, they must address the Imam (a.s.) and say salaam to him

in any way possible. More detailed instructions for reciting

the Ziarat of Imam (a.s.) are given at the end of this book.

40
Meeting the righteous believers and socializing with

them

In order to earn the rewards of performing the Ziarat of

Imam (a.s.) we must meet the righteous and decent

momineen. We must socialize with them as mentioned in

the 36th duty.
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41
Reciting Salawat and Salutations upon Imam (a.s.)

One of the duties during the period of Ghaibat is to

recite Salawat and Salutations upon Imam (a.s.). Its merit

and emphasis is evident from the following:

1- Salawat is a kind of prayer. Therefore whatever

applies to Dua or praying for Imam (a.s.) is applicable here

as well. The traditions exhorting as to pray for Imam (a.s.)

also support the importance of this duty. Actually the aim of

reciting Salawat is to pray to Allah to bestow Mercy upon

Imam (a.s.). And as we all know, all the affairs of the world

and the hereafter are accomplished with the help of Divine

Mercy. Therefore whenever we recite Salawat for Imam

(a.s.) and say, "Allahumma Salle a'laa Maulana wa

Sayyidina Saheb az-zamaan," etc (Translation: O Allah!

Bless our Master and our Chief, the Master of the Age.).

We mean to invocate Divine mercy for all the affairs

connected with Imam (a.s.). That is, may Allah protect the

Imam (a.s.) and his supporters from every type of sorrow

and difficulty.

2- The arguments in favour of reciting the Salawat

upon the Messenger of Allah (s.a.w.s.) and his holy progeny

(Ahle Bayt [a.s.]) apply here as well.

3- In quite a few supplications of the Purified Imams

(a.s.) we find the mention of Salawat upon Imam-e-Zamana
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(a.s.). In addition to this Ali Ibne Tawoos and other Shia

scholars have recorded a special Salawat for Imam (a.s.)..

eôŠ»Üô]²ô]Ö†$u»ÛFàô]Ö†$uôn»Ü
]Ö×$ö̀Ü$‘øØôùÂø×øoæøÖônùÔøæø]eàôœæ»Öônø^ñÔø]Ö$„ômàøÊø†ø•»kø›^Âøjøö̀Ü»

æø]øæ»qøf»³køuø³Ï$ö̀Ü»æøœƒ»afkøÂøß»ö̀Üö]Ö†ôùq‹øæø›ø$̀†»iøö̀Ü»i_`n†÷]]Ö×$ö̀Ü$
]Þ³’ö³†»åöæø]Þj³’ô³†»eô³äôÖô‚ômßôÔøæ]Þ»’ö†»eôäôœæÖn^ñøÔøæøœæ»Öônø^ñøäöæø�nÃøjøäö

æøœÞ»³’ø³^…øåöæø]q»³Ãø×»ß^Úôß»ö̀Ü»!]Ö×$ö̀Ü$œÂô„»åöÚôà»�ø†ôùÒöØôù›6^ÉõæøeF^ÉõæøÚôà»

�ø³†ôùqøÛnÄõìø×»ÏôÔøæø]u»Ëø¿»äöÚôà»eøn»àômø‚ømäôæøÚôà»ìø×»ËôäôæøÂøà»møÛnßôäôæø

Âøà»�ôÛø^Öôäôæø]u†ö‰»äöæø]ÚßøÃ»äöÚôà»œá»möç‘øØø�ÖønäôeôŠöçðæø]uËøÀ»

Êôn³äô…ø‰ö³çÖôÔøæø�Ùø…ø‰ö³çÖôÔøæøœ¾»ồ³†»eôäô]ÖÃø‚»Ùøæøœmôù‚åöe^Öß$’»†ô
æø]Þ³’ö³†»Þø³^‘ô†ômäôæø]ì»„öÙ»ìø^ƒôÖnäôæø]Î’ôÜ»eôäôqøfF^eô†øéø]ÖÓöË»†ôæø]Î»jöØ»eôäô

]Ö³Óö³Ë$³^…øæ]Ö³Ûö³ßø^ÊôÏnàøæøqøÛnÄø]ÖÛ×vô‚ômàøuøn&öÒø^Þöç]Úôà»Úø�ø^…ôÑô
]¢…»šôæÚøÇø^…ôeô`^æeø†ôùaø^æøeøv»†ôaø^æø‰ø»̀×ôø̀^æøqøfø×ôø̀^æø]Ú»¡ø,eôäô]¢…»šø

Âø³‚»Ÿ÷æøœ¾»ồ³†»eôäô�màøÞøfônôùÔøÂø×ønäôæ�Öôäô]ÖŠ$¡øÝöæø]qÃ×ôßo]Ö×$ö̀Ü$Úôà»
œÞ»³’³^…ôåôæøœÂ³ç]Þô³äôæøœifø³^Âô³äôæ�n³Ãjôäôæøœ…ôÞoÊo�ÙÚvÛ‚õÂ×n`Ü

]ÖŠù¡ÝÚ^mªÚö×öçáøæøÊoôÂø‚öæôùaôÜ»Ú^møv»„ø…öæáø�ÖFäø]ÖvøÐôù…øh$]ÖÃ^ÖøÛnàø
�Únàø!

ÚövøÛø$‚õæ$�ÙôÚövøÛ$‚  ]Ö×$ö̀Ü$‘øØôùÂø×Fo
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In the Name of Allah the Beneficent the Merciful

O Allah! Send blessings upon Your Wali and the son of

Your Wali. One whose obedience you made incumbent and

rights obligatory. You remove all impurities from him and

purified him a thorough purification. O Allah! Help him

and by it help your religion and thereby help your awaliya

(friends) and his friends and by it help his Shias and his

helpers and include us among them. O Allah! Take them in

Your refuge from the mischief of every oppressor and

transgressor, and from mischief of all Your creatures. And

protect him from the front, the back, from right and left and

protect him and grant security to him from every calamity

that comes to him from every direction. And through him

protect (the religion of) your Messenger and the Progeny of

Your Messenger. And make evident through it justice

through his hands and bestow him with special help. And

help those who help him and degrade his opponents. And

by through him destroy the oppressor infidels and

annihilate the disbelievers, the hypocrites and all the

apostates whether they are from the east or the west from

the dry land or from the seas, from the plains or from hilly

areas. And by him fill up the earth with justice and make

apparent the religion of your Messenger (Peace be upon

him and his progeny). O Allah! Include us among his

helpers and assistants and followers and Shias. And make
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apparent in my life all that the Aale Muhammad are eager

for and fulfill their hopes as regards their enemies

(degrade their enemies). O the rightful God the lord of the

worlds! (accept my supplication).

(Jamalus Suboo Pg. 493).
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42
Gifting the Thawab of prayers to Imam (a.s.)

This is also included among the duties of Shias during

Ghaibat. The proof is the tradition related by Sayyid Ibne

Tawoos (r.a.) from Abu Muhammad Saimri that it is

narrated from the holy Imam (a.s.): "One who gifts the

thawab of his prayers to the Messenger of Allah (s.a.w.s.),

Amirul Momeneen and the Imams after him, Allah shall

increase the reward of this prayer to such an extent that

one becomes breathless while counting it. And before his

soul is separated from his body he is told, O Man! Your gift

has reached me! Since this is the day of recompense, may

your heart gladden and eyes brighten through the

recompense that Allah has fixed for you and this which you

have reached. Congratulation for it."

The narrator says that he asked Imam (a.s.) how they

should gift the prayer and what they should recite to gift its

thawab. Imam (a.s.) told him, "Make an intention (niyaat)

that the thawab of this prayer is for the Messenger of Allah

(s.a.w.s.)…."

(Jamalus Suboo Pg. 332)
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43
Gift of a Special Prayer

This can be any special prayer that a momin recites for

gifting its thawab to Imam-e-Zamana (a.s.) or any other

Imam (a.s.). There is no fixed quantity of this prayer nor is

there a prescribed time for it. It depends upon how much we

love Imam (a.s.) and how much we can strive for him.

The proof of this virtuous act is the tradition which

states that even if we recite two rakat prayer everyday we

can gift its thawab to one of the Imams. The method of

reciting this two rakat prayer is that we start it with seven

or three takbeers (Allaho Akbar). Or one takbeer in every

rakat. After ruku and two Sajdahs we recite the following

dua.

‘³×³o]Ö³×#³³äÂ³×³oFÚ³v³Û³‚æ�ÙÚ³vÛ‚]Ö_ùfnùà]Ö_^a†mà!
Translation: May Allah bless Muhammad and the Progeny

of Muhammad the chaste and the pure ones. After tashahud

and salam recite the following Dua.

eôŠ»Üô]²ô]Ö†$u»ÛFàô]Ö†$uôn»Ü
]Ö×$ö̀Ü$œÞûkø]ÖŠ$¡ÝöæøÚôßûÔø]ÖŠ$¡Ýömø^ƒ]]Örø¡øÙôæ]¦Ò†]Ý‘øØôù

Âø×øoÚövøÛ$‚õæø�ÙôÚövøÛ$‚õ]Ö_$nùfnàø]Ö_$^a†màø]¢øìûnø^…æøœøeû×ôÇûö̀ÜûœÊû–øØø

]Öj$³vn³èôæ]ÖŠ$¡Ýô]Ö×$ö̀Ü$�á$aF„ôåô]Ö†ùÒÃ^lôaø‚mèºÚôßùo]ÖoÂ–fû‚ôÕø
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æÞfnÔøæø…øŒö(ÖÔøÚ³v³Û³‚e³àÂf³‚]²ôìø³³^iø³Üô]Öß$fnnàøæø‰ønù‚ô

]Ö³Ûö³†û‰ø×nàø]Ö×$ö̀Ü$ÊøjøÏøf$×ûø̀^Úßoæøœe×Çä�m$^aø^ÂøßùoæœñôfûßôoÂø×ønûø̀^œÊû–øØø

œÚø³×ô³oæø…øqø^ñoÊônÔøæøÊôoÞøfônùÔøÂ×nä]ÖŠù¡Ý(æøæø‘oôùÞøfônùÔøæø

Êø³^›ô³Ûø³èø]Ö³$̂a³†]ð�e³ßèôÞøfnÔøæ]ÖvøŠøàôæ]ÖvöŠøfàô‰ôfû_øoÞøfônûÔø

æøœæÖn^ñÔøÚôàûæöÖû‚ô]ÖvöŠønàÂ×n`Ü]ÖŠù¡Ým^æøÖo]ÖÛ©Úßnàøm^æøÖôo$
]ÖÛ©Úßnàøm^æøÖôo$]ÖÛ©Úßnà!

ÚövøÛø$‚õæ$�ÙôÚövøÛ$‚  ]Ö×$ö̀Ü$‘øØôùÂø×Fo
Prayer for Hadiya to Amirul Momineen Ali (a.s.).

After reciting two rakat prayer, recite the first Dua of

this chapter fill Afzalul Tahiyat was salaam' and after that

recite the following Dua:

eôŠ»Üô]²ô]Ö†$u»ÛFàô]Ö†$uôn»Ü
]Ö×$ö̀Ü$�á$aø^iønàô]Ö†$ÒÃjnàôaø‚ôm$èºÚôßùo�ÖFoÂøfû‚ôÕøæøæøÖônôùÔøæøœeàÂøÜôù

ÞfnôùÔøæøæø‘nôù³äô]Ún³†]Öû³Ûö³©Úô³ßn³àÂø×oeûàô]eo›6^ÖôgûÂ×nä]ÖŠù¡Ý

]øÖ³×ùö̀³ÜøÊøjøÏûfô×ûö̀ÛF^Úßoæ]e×Çäö�mù^aöÛF^Âøßùoæø]$fßoÂø×n`Û^œÊ–øØøœÚø×oô
æø…øqø³^ñô³oÊnÔøæøÊ³oÞøfnùÔøæøæø‘oÞøfnôùÔøæøÊF^›ôÛøèô]Öûø̂aû†F]ðô�eßè

ÞøfnÔøæø]Ö³vøŠ³àôæø]Ö³vöŠn³à‰f³_oÞøfnùÔøæø]æöÖnF^ñÔøÚôàûæöÖ‚ô

]ÖûvöŠnàmF^æöÖo$]ÖûÛöç.ÚßnàmF^æøÖôo$]ÖûÛ©ÚßnàmF^æøÖ$o]ÖÛ©Úßnà!
ÚövøÛø$‚õæ$�ÙôÚövøÛ$‚  ]Ö×$ö̀Ü$‘øØôùÂø×Fo
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Translation???

Prayer for Hadiya to Janabe Fatemah Zahra (s.a.)

After this prayer recite the following Dua:

eôŠ»Üô]²ô]Ö†$u»ÛFàô]Ö†$uôn»Ü
]øÖ³×$ö̀³Üø]áa³^in³à]Öø³†Òû³Ãøjnàa‚mèÚôßôùo]ÖFo]Ö_6^aô†é]ÖÛö_`†é

]Ö³_ønf³è]Ö³ø̂Ònù³èÊ³^›³Û³èeßkÞfnÔø]Ö×`ÜÊjÏf×`Û^Úôßùoæ]e×Ç`^

]e³^a³Û^Âßoæ]$fßoÂ×n`Û^]Ê–Ø]Ú×oæ…ø]ñoÊnÔøæøÊoÞøfnÔø

‘ø×øçF]l]²Â×näæ�Öäæøæø‘oÞøfnÔøæø]Ö_ønôùfèô]Ö_6^aô†øéÊ^›ôÛøèøeôßûkô

ÞøfnÔøæø]Öû³vøŠû³àôæø]Öû³vöŠn³àôæø]Öû³vöŠn³à‰øfû_oÞøfnÔømF³^æøÖo$
]ÖûÛö©ÚßnàømF^æÖo$]ÖûÛç*ÚôßnàømF^æøÖo$]ÖÛö©Úôßnàø!

ÚövøÛø$‚õæ$�ÙôÚövøÛ$‚  ]Ö×$ö̀Ü$‘øØôùÂø×Fo

Translation???

Prayer for Hadiya to Iman Hasan (a.s.).

eôŠ»Üô]²ô]Ö†$u»ÛFàô]Ö†$uôn»Ü
]Ö³×#ö̀³Ü$]ôá$aø³^in³àô]Ö³†$Òû³Ãøjønûàôaø‚øm$èºÚôßùoÂøfû‚ôÕæø]eàôÂøfû‚ôÕø

æ]e³àôæøÖônôùÔø]Ö³vøŠø³àôeàÂ×oÂø×ønûồÛF^]ÖŠù¡Ý(]Ö×#ö̀Ü$ÊøjøÏøf$×ûø̀^Úôßôùo
æøœeû×ôÇûäö]ôm$^aöÛø^Âøßôùoæø]û$ôfßoÂø×ønûồÛø^œÊö–ØøœÚø×oôæø…ø]qø^ñôoÊnôÔøæÊo
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ÞøfônôùÔøæøæøÖônôùÔømø^æøÖôo$]ÖûÛöç+Úôßônûàømø^æøÖôo$]ÖûÛ©Úßnà!
ÚövøÛø$‚õæ$�ÙôÚövøÛ$‚  ]Ö×$ö̀Ü$‘øØôùÂø×Fo

Translation???

Prayer for Hadiya to Iman Husain (a.s.).

]Ö³×$ö̀³Ü$�á$a³^in³àô]Ö³†$Ò³Ãjn³àôa³–‚ôm$èºÚôßùo�ÖFoÂøfû‚ôÕøæø]eàô
Âøfû³‚ôÕøæøæøÖônôùÔøæø]e³àôæøÖnôùÔø‰ôfû³¼ôÞfnôùÔø]Ö³_$nôù³³gô]Ö_ù³^aô³†ô
]Ö³$̂Ò³o]Ö†$•ôoôù]ÖvŠnàeàÂ×o]ÖÛörûjfFom^æøÖôo$]ÖÛö©Úßnàøm^æøÖôo$
]ÖÛ©Úßnàøm^æøÖôo$]ÖÛö©Úßnàø!

ÚövøÛø$‚õæ$�ÙôÚövøÛ$‚  ]Ö×$ö̀Ü$‘øØôùÂø×Fo

Translation???

Prayer for Hadiya to Imam Sajjad (a.s.).

eôŠ»Üô]²ô]Ö†$u»ÛFàô]Ö†$uôn»Ü
]Ö³×$ö̀Üø]ôá$aF^inà]Ö†øÒûÃøjnàaø‚mèÚôßùo�ÖFoÂøfû‚ôÕøæø]ôeûàôÂøfû‚ôÕø

æøæøÖfôùÔøæø]ôeû³àôæøÖnôùÔø‰øfû³¼ôÞøfônûÔø‡mû³àô]Öû³ÃF³³^e�³‚ôm³àøÂø×oeûàô
]ÖûvöŠnàÂø×nồÛ^]ÖŠø¡6Ým^æÖo]ÖÛ©Úßnà!

ÚövøÛø$‚õæ$�ÙôÚövøÛ$‚  ]Ö×$ö̀Ü$‘øØôùÂø×Fo
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Translation???

Prayer for Hadiya to Imam Baqir (a.s.).

eôŠ»Üô]²ô]Ö†$u»ÛFàô]Ö†$uôn»Ü
]øÖ³×$ö̀Üø]ôá$aF^iønà]Ö†øÒûÃøjnàaø‚m$èºÚôßûo�ÖFoÂøfû‚ôÕøæø]ôeûàôÂøfû‚ôÕø

æøæøÖnôùÔøæø]eûàôæøÖnôùÔø‰øfû¼ôÞøfnÔøÚövÛù‚øeûàôÂø×o]ÖfF^Îô†Â×nÔ

m^æÖo]ÖÛ©Úßnà!

ÚövøÛø$‚õæ$�ÙôÚövøÛ$‚  ]Ö×$ö̀Ü$‘øØôùÂø×Fo

Translation???

Prayer for Hadiya to Imam Ja'far as-Sadiq (a.s.).

eôŠ»Üô]²ô]Ö†$u»ÛFàô]Ö†$uôn»Ü
]Ö×$ö̀Üø]ôá$aF^inà]Ö†øÒûÃjnàôaø‚mèºÚôßùo]ÖFoÂøfò‚Õøæø]eûàôÂøfû‚ôÕø

æøæøÖônùÔøæø]eû³àôæøÖnôùÔø‰ôfûÔôÞøfnÔøqø³Ãû³Ëø³†eûàôÚövÛ$‚]Öû’F^�ôÑ
Â×n`Û^]ÖŠù¡Ým^æÖo]ÖÛ©Úßnà!

ÚövøÛø$‚õæ$�ÙôÚövøÛ$‚  ]Ö×$ö̀Ü$‘øØôùÂø×Fo

Translation???
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Prayer for Hadiya to Imam Musa Ibne Ja'far (a.s.).

eôŠ»Üô]²ô]Ö†$u»ÛFàô]Ö†$uôn»Ü
]øÖ×ùö̀Üø]ôá$aF^inà]Ö†øÒûÃøjønàaø‚mèºÚôßùo]ôÖFoÂøfò‚ôÕøæø]eàôÂøfû‚ôÕø

æøæøÖnôùÔøæø]eû³àæøÖnôùÔø‰ôfû³¼ôÞøfnÔøÚö³ç‰³oe³àôq³Ã³Ë†Â×n`Û³^

]ÖŠù¡ÝæF]…ô'ôÂø×ûÜô]Ößøfnnàøm^æøÖôo$]ÖÛö©Úßnà!
ÚövøÛø$‚õæ$�ÙôÚövøÛ$‚  ]Ö×$ö̀Ü$‘øØôùÂø×Fo

Translation???

Prayer for Hadiya to Imam Ali Reza (a.s.).

eôŠ»Üô]²ô]Ö†$u»ÛFàô]Ö†$uôn»Ü
]øÖ×ùö̀Üø]ôá$aF^inà]Öø†ÒûÃøjønàaø‚mèºÚôßùo]ôÖFoÂøfò‚ôÕøæø]ôeûàÂøfû‚ôÕø

æøæøÖnôùÔøæø]eû³àôæøÖnôùÔø‰ôfû³¼ôÞøfnÔøÂø³×³oe³àôÚö³ç‰³o]Ö†ô•³^eàô
]ÖÛ†•nnàÂ×n`Ü]ÖŠù¡Ým^æÖo]ÖÛ©Úßnà!

ÚövøÛø$‚õæ$�ÙôÚövøÛ$‚  ]Ö×$ö̀Ü$‘øØôùÂø×Fo

Translation???

Prayer for Hadiya to Imam Muhammad Taqi,

Imam Ali Naqi and Imam Hasan Askari (a.s.)
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eôŠ»Üô]²ô]Ö†$u»ÛFàô]Ö†$uôn»Ü
]øÖ³×ùö̀Üø]ôá$aF^inà]Öø†ÒûÃøjønàøaø‚mèºÚôßûo]ôÖøoÂøfû‚ôÕøæø]ôeûàôÂøfû‚ôÕø

æøæøÖnôùÔøæø]eû³àôæøÖnôùÔø‰ôfû¼ôÞøfnÔøÊo]ø…û•ôÔøæøuörùjôÔøÂø×øo

ìø×ûÏôÔøæøÖo]ÖÛö©Úôßnàø

ÚövøÛø$‚õæ$�ÙôÚövøÛ$‚  ]Ö×$ö̀Ü$‘øØôùÂø×Fo
Translation???

44
A Special Prayer in a particular time for Hadiya of

Imam-e-Zamana (a.s.)

Sayyid Ibne Tawoos relates the following in his book

Jamalus Suboo: It is mustahab (recommended) to recite

eight rakat prayer on Friday. Four rakats may be presented

as hadiya to the Holy Prophet (s.a.w.s.) and four rakats to

Fatemah Zahra (s.a.). The four rakats should be recited on

Saturday and the made hadiya to Amirul Momineen (a.s.).

In this way every subsequent day recite prayer of four

rakats and gift (hadiya) to each succeeding Imam (a.s.).

Again the next Friday recite eight rakat namaz and gift

thawab of four rakats to the Messenger of Allah (s.a.w.s.)

and of four rakats to Fatemah Zahra (s.a.). Again on

Saturday recite four rakat prayer and made hadiya to Imam

Musa al-Kazim (a.s.) and till Thursday next continue to

pray four rakats everyday and give hadiya to each Imam
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(a.s.) in turn. Then a Friday recite a four rakat prayer for

hadiya of Imam-e-Zamana (a.s.) and after two rakats recite

the following Dua.

eôŠ»Üô]²ô]Ö†$u»ÛFàô]Ö†$uôn»Ü
]Ö×#ö̀Ü$]Þk]ÖŠù¡ÝæÚßÔ]ÖŠù¡Ýæ]ÖnÔmÃç�]ÖŠù¡Ýunùß^…eùß^

Ú³ßÔe³^ÖŠù³¡Ý]Ö³×#`³Üù]áaF³„å]Ö†ùÒÃ^la‚mùèÚßùo]ÖFoÊ¡áeà
Ê¡á!

ÚövøÛø$‚õæ$�ÙôÚövøÛ$‚  ]Ö×$ö̀Ü$‘øØôùÂø×Fo
Translation???

In place of so and so son of so and so recite the name of

the particular Masoom for whose hadiya we are reciting the

prayer.

Then continue

eôŠ»Üô]²ô]Ö†$u»ÛFàô]Ö†$uôn»Ü
Ê’ØÂ×oFÚvÛ‚æ!ÙÚvÛ‚æe×ùÇä]mù^a^æ]Â_ßo]Ú×oæ…q^−
ÊnÔæÊo…‰çÖÔ‘×ç]iÔÂ×näæ�Öä

ÚövøÛø$‚õæ$�ÙôÚövøÛ$‚  ]Ö×$ö̀Ü$‘øØôùÂø×Fo
Translation???

45
Hadiya of Reciting Quran for Imam (a.s.)

Ali Ibne Mughira is quoted in Al-Kafi that he asked
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Imam Kazim (a.s.), "My father had asked your respected

grandfather regarding the complete recitation of Quran

every night who told him, "Yes it can he completed every

night." When my father asked about completion of Quran in

the month of Ramadhan he received the same reply. So he

used to finish reading the complete Quran forty times

during the holy month of Ramadhan. After him I continued

this practice. On the day of Eid I complete a Quran for the

Holy Prophet (s.a.w.s.) and after him for Amirul momineen

(a.s.) till I reach you. So tell me how is this act of our

considered by your goodself. Imam (a.s.) said, "Your

reward is that you shall be in the company of those exalted

personalities."

The narrator said, "Such a high reward?"

Imam (a.s.) said three times, "Yes,"

46
Tawassul and seeking intercession through

Imam-e-Zamana (a.s.)

The proof for the above acts during the period of

Ghaibat is that Imam-e-Zamana (a.s.) is the 'Babullah' the

door of Allah, through which people enter. Imam (a.s.) is

the sole channel of achieving Allah's satisfaction. He is the

one who will intercede for us with Allah. He is that same

name of Allah whose tawassul is ordered for us. As

mentioned in the traditions in the explanation of Quranic
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Verse, "And for Allah are the most beautiful names. So

call Him by them."

(Beharul Anwaar Vol. 94 Pg. 22)

Numerous supplications have been recorded in this way

and one of it is as follows:

eôŠ»Üô]²ô]Ö†$u»ÛFàô]Ö†$uôn»Ü
]Ö³×#ö̀³Ü$]Þù³o]‰³ò×ÔevÐùæÖnùÔæurùjÔ‘^ug]Öù̂Ú^á]Ÿù

]Âj³ß³oe³äÂ³×F³oqÛnÄ]Úç…pæÒËnjßoeäÚ©ÞèÒØùÚç‡æ›^Éæ

e³^Éæ]ÂjßoeäÊÏ‚e×ÈÚr`ç�pæÒËnjßoÒØùÂ‚æùæaÜùæÂFÜùæ

�m³àææÖ‚pæqÛnÄ]a×oæ]ìç]ÞoæÚàmÃßnßo]Ú†åæì^‘ùjo

!Únà…hù]ÖÃ^ÖÛnà!
ÚövøÛø$‚õæ$�ÙôÚövøÛ$‚  ]Ö×$ö̀Ü$‘øØôùÂø×Fo

Translation???

47
To ask from Imam (a.s.) and address him in

supplications

As mentioned in the Ziarat of Imam (a.s.) he is the one

who fulfills the needs of the universe. He is the one from

whom people seek justice as mentioned in the case of Abul

Wafa and as recorded in Beharul Anwaar and other

traditions.

He is the solid refuge of the Ummah, and the last resort
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of the helpless, the backward, the shelterless people. He

saves the people who are in terror. He is the guide of those

who are in search of protection. The same thought is

expressed in the supplication of Imam Zainul Abedeen (a.s.)

for the month of Shaban, concerning his infallible

forefathers. Also in Ziarat-e-Jamea we find the following

words:

Ê^‡øÚàiÛŠùÔeÓÜ¨]Úôà»Örª]ÖnÓÜ
Translation: One who attached himself to you was

successful and he is safe from the misfortunes of both the

worlds.

Apart from this the following traditions of Al-Kafi

testifies to this meaning: Imam (a.s.) was asked in a letter

that a person desires to ask special favours from Imam (a.s.)

and tell him some of his secret matters just as he does

Munajaat (beseeches) to the Almighty. Imam (a.s.) replied, 

"If you need anything, just move your lips, you shall get

response."

48
Inviting people towards Imam (a.s.)

This is one of the most important and obligatory duty.

The validity of this is evident from traditions that speak of

the duty of Amr bil Ma'roof (Enjoining Good). In addition

to this, it is an established fact that after the Imam (a.s.) the
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best creatures in the world are the followers of Imams (a.s.)

who invite other people towards the Imamate of Imam

(a.s.).

This is also proved from the traditions as follows:

Indeed! The religious scholar who teaches people their

religious subjects and invites them towards their Imam is

better than 70,000 worshippers.

In another tradition from Sulaiman bin Khalid it is

reported he asked Imam Sadiq (a.s.) that there was a family

who was perceptive to his advice, so should he invite them

to Imamate? Imam (a.s.) replied, "Yes! The Almighty Allah

says, 'O you who believe! Save yourselves and your

families from a fire whose fuel is men and stones.'"
(Surah Tahrim 66: 6)

There are sayings to this effect from other Imams (a.s.)

also.

Imam (a.s.) says, "The worst kind of orphan is one who

is separated from his Imam (a.s.) and could not reach him.

Who could not obtain the solution to their most pressing

problems. Then of our Shias who are cognizant of our

sciences and who teach these deprived people are like one

who has adopted an orphan. Know well! One who guides

him, shows him the right path and makes them conversant

with our Shariat shall with us in the exalted grade of

heavenly abode. The above was conveyed to me by my
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father from his forefathers who had received it from the

Messenger of Allah (s.a.w.s.)."

49
To take care of the rights and duties towards Imam

(a.s.)

The rights of the Holy Prophet (s.a.w.s.) and after him

the Imams (a.s.) have precedence over the rights of all other

people in the world. And Allah has bestowed them this high

station. He has selected them among all the people and

made them the medium of bestowing the mankind with

every kind of benefit.

The Holy Imams (a.s.) have said regarding their rights,

"The right of the Almighty Allah is for us."

Thus observing the rights of Imam (a.s.) is a medium of

gaining Allah's proximity. And to consider his right

unimportant is distancing oneself from Allah and earns His

anger, as mentioned by Imam Sajjad (a.s.) in Dua Abu

Hamza Thumali:

]æÖÃ×ùÔ…]mjßoÚŠjíËù^evÏùÔÊ^Î’njßo
Or may be you found me considering your right less

important and distanced me from you.

(Iqbal of Sayyid Ibne Tawoos Pg. 71)

50
Humility and soft-heartedness while remembering
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Imam (a.s.)

It is very important to soften ones heart while

remembering Imam (a.s.) we should be particular in

attending the assemblies of his Shias so that our heart is

further softened and to remember the rights and the

calamities of Hazrat (a.s.). We must also keep away from all

such acts which cause hardening of the heart and to

distance ourselves from everything that cause regret and

wistfulness, as mentioned by Almighty Allah, "Has not the

time yet come for those who believe that their hearts

should be humble for the remembrance of Allah and

what has come down of the truth? And (that) they should

not be like those who were given the Book before, but the

time became prolonged to them, so their hearts hardened,

and most of them are transgressors."

(Surah Hadid 57: 16)

According to traditions that above verse was revealed

with regard to Imam-e-Zamana (a.s.) and its interpretation

points towards Ghaibat. Here the phrase "But the time

became prolonged to them" refers to the period of

Ghaibat.

51
The Scholars should make their knowledge Evident

 The Messenger of Allah (s.a.w.s.) has said, "When

innovations appear in my nation the scholar must make his
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knowledge apparent. Allah's curse be upon the one who

doesn't follow this."

(Al-Kafi, Chapter of Innovation).

In the same book of Al-Kafi narrated through a reliable

chain of narrators a tradition of Imam Sadiq (a.s.) says, The

Messenger of Allah (s.a.w.s.) said, "If after me you see

innovators you must express your disdain and criticize

them and do not leave any stone unturned in maligning

their name so that the desire to spread mischief and

corruption may not take root in their hearts. That people

may be careful of them and do not learn innovative

practices from them. The Almighty Allah writes good deeds

(Hasanat) for this action of yours and due to this raises

your grades in the hereafter."

(Al-Kafi)

52
To practice Taqaiyya with mischief-makers and to

maintain secrecy with people of other faiths

Explaining the ayat, 'These shall be granted their

reward twice, because they are patient and they repel evil

with good and spend out of what we have given them."

(Surah Qasas 28: 54) Imam Sadiq (a.s.) says, "(They shall be

granted their reward) for their patience in practicing

taqaiyyah."

Regarding "and they repel evil with good", Imam (a.s.)
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says that 'good' refers to taqaiyyah and 'evil' refers to the

revealing of confidential matters.

(Al-Kafi Vol. 2 Pg. 217)

Again in Al-Kafi Imam Sadiq (a.s.) says, "Taqaiyyah is

the shield of a believer and a protection for him. One who

does not believe in Taqaiyyah does not have faith. Indeed

our tradition does not reach a person but that he fulfills

religiousness between himself and his Lord.

That thing brings him respect in the world and light

(Nur) in the hereafter. And our tradition reaches another

person and he exposes it (to opponents) and it causes him

insult and the Almighty Allah takes away the Nur from

him."

(Al-Kafi Vol. 2 Pg. 221).

53
To bear hardships, denials and other testing

circumstances for the sake of Imam (a.s.)

There is no doubt that the Almighty Allah subjects us to

all kinds of examinations regarding the Ghaibat of his Wali,

in order to distinguish the righteous ones from the sinful.

So that He may reward the righteous slaves and gather the

wrong doers with other evil creatures and dispatch them to

Hell.

The Almighty Allah says, "On no account will Allah

leave the believers in the condition which you are in until
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He separates the evil from the good."

(Surah Aale Imraan 3: 179)

Now this is not something new because before this

Allah has taken the examination of all the previous nations

and those who would come in the future.

Allah also says, "Do men think that they will be left

alone on saying, We believe, and not be tried?

And certainly We tried those before them, so Allah

will certainly know those who are true and He will

certainly know the liars."

(Surah Ankaboot 29: 2-3)

Hazrat Ali (a.s.) says, "O Men! The Almighty Allah has

kept you away from oppression but He has not given you

exemption from trials because Allah says, "Most surely

there are signs in this, and most surely We are ever trying

(men)."

(Surah Momenoon 23: 30 - Nahjul Balagha)

One of the greatest examinations for a believer is when

he sees that vicious and evil people are living in style and

splendour while the righteous have to undergo untold

difficulties and penury, and no one pays any attention to

them. No one even lends ear to their pleading and they are

oppressed by the tyrants of this world. They are made the

butt of ridicule and make fun of their belief with regard to

Ghaibat of Imam-e-Zamana (a.s.).  This causes a
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contradiction of reason and desire. The carnal desires

command us to follow falsehood and spend our lives in

enjoyment while reason advises us to patient in the

difficulties and to bear their falsification. That it is

necessary to follow the truth in order to achieve everlasting

life in the hereafter in addition to the rightful kingdom.

Thus the best people are those who strives for good

consequences and remains patient in calamities.
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54
Pray to Allah for patience in Imam's separation

It is a duty for the believers to ask Allah for tawfeeq of

being patient in the ghaibat of Imam (a.s.) this is evident

from the words of the supplication of Amri (r.a.) regarding

Imam-e-Zamana (a.s.): "Bestow me patience in this."

In another instance it is stated that momin should pray

to Allah to improve his worldly conditions and the hereafter

because Allah has the key to everything.

The Messenger of Allah (s.a.w.s.) was told,"And be

patient and your patience is not possible except by Allah."

The word 'by' in the above indicates causing or helping.

Thus when patience is not possible without Allah's help the

momin is obliged to beseech Allah to help him in being

patient where patience is suitable.

The Messenger of Allah (s.a.w.s.) said, "Ask Allah for

whatever you may need, even if it be a shoe lace. Because if

Allah does not make its acquisition easy it would never be

easy to acquire it."

In another tradition he (s.a.w.s.) says,"Each one of you

should pray to Allah for whatever you may need, even if

your shoelace break, you ask Allah for it."

Numerous traditions have been recorded to this effect as

also the verses of the Holy Quran. All this proves the

efficacy of Dua for patience wherever it is required.
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Because there are many instances where patience is

required but man is impatient. While on other occasions it

is not desirable so in order the best option is to pray to

Allah that He grant us patience wherever it is appropriate.

55
Enjoining Patience During Ghaibat

It is one of the most important duties and has been

greatly emphasized. All the proofs in favour of Amr bil

Maroof apply to this as well. Secondly, we must follow the

example of the Holy Prophet (s.a.w.s.) and the Holy Imams

(a.s.) as is evident from the study of their traditions. The

third proof is the sermon of Ghadeer quoted by Ali Ibne

Tawoos in his book Iqbal. He says that Surah Asr was

revealed in connection with Hazrat Ali (a.s.). Its

interpretation is as follows:

"I swear by the time (Qiyamat),

Most surely man (enemies of Aale Muhammad) is in

loss, Except those who believe (in their Wilayat) and do

good (towards their brothers), and enjoin on each other

truth (during the Ghaibat of their Imam) and enjoin on

each other patience (in these times)."

Enjoining patience means that we should explain to our

near and dear ones the virtues of being patient in bearing

the difficulties during the Ghaibat of Imam-e-Zamana (a.s.),

so that they may not despair due to its prolongation. That by
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seeing the prosperity of their enemies they do not fall pray

to doubts. We must also remind them that the affluence of

the wicked was foretold by the truthful Imams (a.s.) and

similarly they had also predicted the establishment of a just

government. Thus when the first prophecy has been

fulfilled the second one shall also be certainly fulfilled,

Insha Allah.

Ali Ibne Yaqteen has narrated from Imam Kazim (a.s.)

that he said,"The Shias are being trained through hope for

the past 200 years."

The narrator says that Yaqteen asked his son, Ali, "How

is it that whatever had been said about us (the kingdom of

Abbasides) has come to pass but whatever was said

regarding your just government hasn't?" Ali replied, "The

source of both the prophecies is the same. The only thing is

that the time for whatever was said about you had arrived,

so everything happened exactly as predicated. While the

time for whatever was said about us is not yet ripe. So we

are subsisting on hope. If had been informed at the outset

that this will happen after 200 or 300 years that hearts of the

people would have hardened the common people and of

weak faith would have renegaded from Islam. Thus it was

said to them that soon they shall be relieved and that the

appointed hour is near, So that they may not despair till the

actual event."
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56
We should not sit in the Assembly where disrespect is

caused to Imam (a.s.)

The believer is obliged to keep aloof from the

gatherings of deviated people where ridicule is directed

towards Imam (a.s.) or where he is being criticized. Where

people raise objections against him and denying his

existence, or even if they are ignoring his remembrance. It

even applies to situations where a believer is been ridiculed.

The Almighty Allah says regarding such matters, "And

indeed He has revealed to you in the Book that when you

hear Allah's communications disbelieved in and mocked

at, do not sit with them until they enter into some other

discourse; surely then you would be like them; surely

Allah will gather together the hypocrites and the

unbelievers all in hell."

(Surah Nisa 4: 140)

According to a traditional report of Al-Kafi Imam (a.s.)

was asked regarding the above Quranic Verse. He (a.s.)

said, "When we have learnt that such and such person

denies the truth and utters unsuitable things about Imam

(a.s.), we must get up from there at once, no matter

whoever that person is."

(Al-Kafi Vol. 2 Pg. 377)

The above quote verse and other traditions clearly
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forbid sitting in the company of misguided and deviated

people of any sect or creed whatsoever.

57
To Feign support to tyrant rulers

A tradition related through Sunni chain of narrators is

recorded in Beharul Anwaar wherein Huzaifa says that he

heard the Messenger of Allah saying, "Woe upon the tyrant

rulers of this nation. How they commit massacres leaving

alone those obedient ones who are apparently obedient to

them. They terrify all the people, therefore the believers

and pious ones meet them pretending solidarity with them

while actually they want to run away from them.

So when the Almighty Allah desires to honour this

believer, He destroys every type of oppressor and unjust

persons."

(Beharaul Anwaar Vol. 51, Pg. 83)

Imam Sadiq (a.s.) advised Momin al-Taq, "O Son of

Noman! When you are compelled to spend your life under a

tyrant government, you must behave nicely with those

whom you fear most. Because one who tries to overcome

the government has agreed to get himself killed. The

Almighty Allah says,  "and cast not yourselves to

perdition."
(Surah Baqarah 2: 195)
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58
Avoiding Fame

This is so because fame is an avoidable evil and

salvation lies in remaining unknown. There is a tradition

from Imam Sadiq (a.s.) in Al-Kafi. Imam (a.s.) says, "If

possible lead such a life that people do not recognize you." 

That is you do not become a well-known personality.

Imam Muhammad Baqir (a.s.) is quoted through a

correct chain of narrators in Kamaluddin, that he said, "A

time will come upon the people when their Imam will be

ghaib (in occultation). Fortunate are those who remain

steadfast on our Imamat. The least thawab they would

receive at that time is that Allah would address them: O My

slaves! Believe in Our secret and testify to our unseen.

Good news to you for My good rewards O My slaves! I

shall accept your deeds and forgive your sins. I shall

quench your thirst with rain and remove calamities from

you. And if you people hadn't been there I would sent

chastisement upon them. (The world)."

Jabir says that he asked Imam (a.s.) regarding the most

preferable act of a believer during such times.

Imam (a.s.) replied, "Controlling his tongue and sitting

at home."

(Kamaluddin of Shaykh Sadooq Vol. 1 Pg. 330)

Amirul Momineen (a.s.) says in a sermon of Nahjul
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Balagha: There would be a time wherein only a sleeping

(inactive) believer would be safe (such that) if he is present

he is not recognized but if he is absent he is not sought

after. These are the lamps of guidance and banners of night

journeys. They do not spread calumnies nor divulge

secrets, nor slander. They are those for whom Allah would

open the doors of His mercy and keep off from them the

hardships of His chastisement.

O People! A time will come to you when Islam would be

capsized as a pot is capsized with all its contents."

(Nahjul Balagha, Sermon 103)

59
Self Improvement (Development)

The next duty is to get rid of dirty habits and evil traits

and to embellish our personality with good morals. This is

obligatory at all times but it is especially emphasized for the

period of Ghaibat because it is a necessary qualification to

entitle one for being included among his companions.

Nomani (r.a.) has recorded a tradition from Imam Sadiq

(a.s.) that says: "One who desires to be included among the

companions of Imam-e-Zamana (a.s.) must be a Montazir

(one who awaits), and he should be pious and of good

behaviour. So even if he dies before the reappearance of

Imam (a.s.) he would get the same reward as if he had been

with the Imam (a.s.). Strive and await! If you want to be
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bestowed with Divine Mercy."

(Ghaibat of Nomani Pg. 106)

60
Unity and Co-operation in Imam's help

There is great strength in unity even though each one of

us are personally obliged to help Imam (a.s.). The Almighty

Allah says, "And hold fast by the covenant of Allah all

together and be not disunited."

(Surah Aale Imraan 3:103)

This is so because Imam (a.s.) is the connection

between Allah and his creatures in all times and this

connection cannot be beneficial without following Imam

(a.s.) and helping him.

Amirul Momineen (a.s.) remarked in a Sermon: "O

People! If you had not been deficient in supporting the

truth and lazy in deflecting the falsehood, those unlike you

wouldn't have overcome you. Those who have overpowered

you would not have got the power to do so. Because like the

Bani Israel you have lost your way. And by my life! Your

straying away will intensify because you have discarded the

truth."

Imam-e-Zamana (a.s.) says in the Tawqee to Shaykh

Mufid (a.r.), "If our Shias (May Allah help them in His

obedience!) had been united in fulfillment of their covenant

(regarding us) our meeting them would not have delayed,
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and they would have soon met us with true and perfect

Marefat."

(Beharul Anwaar Vol. 53 Pg. 177)

61
Sincere Repentance and fulfillment of Rights

As mentioned above, our sins and disobedience of

Shariah plays a great part in prolonging the Ghaibat of

Imam (a.s.). The Tawqee of Imam (a.s.) further says, "That

which keep us away from them are the unpleasant things

that we hear about them and do not like and those we never

expected from them. And Allah is He Whose help is sought

and He is sufficient for us and most excellent is the

Protector."

(Beharul Anwaar Vol. 53 pg. 177)

62-63
To Remember Imam (a.s.) and act upon his Teachings

The traditions of Imams (a.s.) are clear as regards the

fact that Imam (a.s.) is a witness of our deeds and he is

informed of all our activities. Wherever we might be and in

whichever condition, we are within the vision of Imam

(a.s.). He is the watchful eye and the alert ear of Almighty

Allah. Once you are convinced of this you shall see him

with the inner eye and his vision shall always exist in your

thoughts. Then it is incumbent for you to feel yourself in

his presence. Everyone should have this perception unless
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he is blind in the heart.

Once a person is convinced of this he would act in a

way befitting this situation. Like the visually handicapped

person who himself cannot see anything. But when he is in

the presence of a ruler he will act with utmost respect, just

like those who are not blind. This is so, because he is

certain that he is in the presence of the ruler, even though

he might not see it with his eyes. The situation of a Momin

is same during the period of occultation. On the basis of his

faith he is sure that Imam (a.s.) sees him and he behaves

accordingly. This matter is mentioned in the tradition of

Kamaluddin by Shaykh Sadooq. Imam Sadiq (a.s.) narrates

from his forefathers from Ali (a.s.) that one day he (Ali a.s.)

was on the pulpit of Kufa. He (a.s.) said, "O Allah! The

existence of Your Proof (Hujjat) upon Your creatures is

certain. So that they may guide the people towards You.

Teach them Your sciences so that Your Proof is not falsified

and after Your guidance Your followers are not led astray.

That Proof is either clear and it is disobeyed, or it is hidden

or awaited. Even if at the time of guidance the Imam is not

present among the people even then his knowledge and

code of conduct is engraved on the hearts of believers,

upon who the believers act."

(Kamaluddin Vol. 1 Pg. 302)

This well-known tradition has also been recorded in
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Al-Kafi and Ghaibat of Nomani with minor differences. It

mentions knowledge, recognition (Marefat), attention and

remembrance. Therefore, we must ponder upon it carefully

in order to achieve the aim.

64
Praying to Allah that we do not lose the remembrance

of Imam (a.s.)

We should pray to Allah that we never forgo the

remembrance of Imam (a.s.). This is so, because Allah has

prescribed a code of conduct for us with regard to Imam

(a.s.) and it is subject to the fact that we remember Imam

(a.s.) constantly. A sentence of Shaykh Amri is quoted in

Kamaluddin: "Do not erase the remembrance of Hazrat

(a.s.) from our hearts." (Kamaluddin Vol. 2 Pg. 513)

Please ponder upon these words How it an important

component of dua and how the Shias are advised to include

such words in their invocations. We should never ignore

this important point. We must keep them in mind especially

when we have high hopes of having our invocations

accepted. We must beseech Allah and request Him not to

make us negligent of Imam's remembrance. We must not

delay this so much that one is afflicted with the malady of

unawareness before he starts praying. According to the

traditions of the Holy Imams (a.s.) it is necessary for the

momin to pray before the descent of calamities.
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One should avoid all such sins that deprive one of the

Imam's remembrances because it is a great misfortune as

mentioned in supplications of Imams (a.s.): "O Allah!

Forgive us those of our sins that cause the descent of

misfortune (and wretchedness)."

Indeed, the wretchedness of forgetting the remembrance

of Imam (a.s.) is such an unfortunate thing that makes one

liable for calamites and misfortune in this life as well as the

hereafter.

65
Humbling our body for Imam (a.s.)

The believer is duty-bound to humble himself before

Imam (a.s.) as mentioned in the tradition recorded by Ali

Ibne Tawoos in his book Jamalus Suboo. He has narrated it

from Imam Sadiq (a.s.) through his chains of narrators in

the supplication of Friday. We have quoted it from the book

Abwaabul Jannat Fee Aadaals al-Jamaat:

"O Allah! I come to your door with a submissive heart

and a humble and lowly body towards the guiding Imams

with a respectful heart I seek Your nearness."

The Imam referred to in this prayer is Imam-e-Zamana

(a.s.).
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66
Giving precedence to the wish of Imam-e-Zamana (a.s.)

to our wishes

This means that when we intend to take a step we

should ponder upon it whether Imam-e-Zamana (a.s.) shall

be pleased with it or not. We should do it only if it is as per

his wishes and not if it is going to cause his displeasure. In

such situations we should overcome our personal desires

and achieve the Imam's pleasure. You shall become his

loved one and remembered in good words by Imam (a.s.)

and his forefathers. This is mentioned in the tradition

recorded by Fazil Muhaddis Noori quoting from Amali of

Shaykh Tusi that the narrator asked Imam Sadiq (a.s.),

"Why do we hear so much about Salman the Persian from

you?" Imam (a.s.) said, "Do not call him Salman the

Persian, say Salman the Muhammadan. Do you know why I

remember him so much."

"I don't know," said the narrator.

"It is due to three things", said the Imam (a.s.), "He

gave preference to the desire of Amirul Momineen (a.s.)

over his personal wishes. Befriending the poor and

preferring them over affluent people and his attachment to

knowledge and scholars. Indeed Salman was a righteous

Muslim and not of the polytheists."

(Beharul Anwaar Vol. 22 Pg. 327)
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67
Respecting all those who are near to Imam (a.s.) or

those who are associated with him

Whether those who are close to Imam (a.s.) by relation,

like the Alawis Sadaat or spiritually near ones like the

scholars and religious personalities. This is so because

respecting them is respecting Imam (a.s.) and it is usually

observed by the intelligent people. They accord respect and

honour to the children, brothers and near ones or great

personalities and thus they are respectful to all the persons

associated with Imam (a.s.). They also consider any kind of

failure in according respect to them an act of audacity

against Imam (a.s.). They also consider any kind of failure

in according respect to them an act of audacity against

Imam (a.s.).

68
Venerating the Places visited by Imam (a.s.)

For example the Masjid Sahla, the great Kufa Mosque,

the cellar in Samarrah and the Masjid Jamkaran etc, where

some pious people had met Imam (a.s.) or the places

mentioned in traditions to be places where Imam (a.s.) had

stayed for sometime-or like the Masjidul Haraam etc; and

all other things associated with Imam-e-Zamana (a.s.). Like

the names and titles, the words of his tawqees and books
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about Imam-e-Zamana (a.s.) etc.

Here we should note that firstly it is the mustahab

nature of these above acts and secondly it is about the kind

of respect accorded to them.

1. The proof of their being mustahab acts is based on

the Quranic verse: "And whoever respects the signs of

Allah, this surely is (the outcome) of the piety of hearts."

(Surah Hajj 22: 32)

2. The proof from tradition can be the saying of Amirul

Momineen (a.s.) who said, "We are the signs (of Allah) and

the companions."

(1) As for the method of veneration (Ihteram), first of

all the entering and staying in the holy places and tombs of

Imams (a.s.) in a state of ritual impurity (Janabat) are

considered haraam according to some scholars.

(2) To do anything that is in contravention to respect of

the holy Imam (a.s.). Like taking Ain-e-Najasaat

(impurities) inside these places, which is haraam if the

intention is to cause disrespect.

(3) We must restrain all those who are committing such

acts.

(4) A person who occupies a place in these spots he is

more deserving of it than other people.
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69-70
Not to fix the time of reappearance and to falsify those

who fix the time

The Divine wisdom dictates that the time of the

reappearance of Imam (a.s.) remains a secret because its

effect is connected to Allah which He has kept confidential.

As mentioned in the supplication of Imam (a.s.) related by

Shaykh Amri: "O Allah! You know the time of Your Wali's

reform (reappearance) without being taught. So issue the

command that he may reappear lifting the curtain of

Ghaibat. Bestow me the tawfeeq of patience with regard to

Intezar. So that I do not prefer advancement while you had

postponed it. And that I do not incline towards delay on

matters that You expedite. And that I do not prefer the

exposing of all things that You have hidden. And that I do

not strive to find the things You have concealed. And that I

do not oppose You regarding the decrees of the universe

whose hidden wisdom is known to you."

Mufaddal asked Imam Sadiq (a.s.) regarding the ayat, 

"Allah it is who revealed the Book with truth, and the

balance, and what shall make you know that perhaps the

hour is near? Those who do not believe in it would hasten

it on, and those who believe are in fear from it, and they

know that it is the truth. Now most surely those who

dispute obstinately concerning the hour are in a great
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error."

(Surah Shura 42: 17-18)

Mufaddal asked the meaning of 'dispute' in the above.

Imam (a.s.) said, "They say when was Qaem born? Who

has seen him? Where he is at present? Where shall he be in

the future? And when shall he reappear? All these are acts

of impatience with Divine affairs due to, doubts with

regard to the Divine decrees. They have suffered loss in the

world and the hereafter and the infidels have evil

consequences."

Mufaddal asked Imam (a.s.) whether he would not

appoint a time for it? Imam (a.s.) said, "O Mufaddal! Never

predict a time for all this because one who does it has

claimed partnership in the knowledge of Allah and he has

falsely claimed that Allah has informed of His secrets."

Muhammad Ibne Muslim is quoted in Ghaibat Nomani

that Imam Sadiq (a.s.) said, "O Muhammad! If anyone

quotes us with regard to the prediction of the time (of

reappearance), falsify him at once because we do not

inform anyone of the appointed hour."

(Ghaibat Nomani Pg. 155)
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71
Falsifying all those who claim special Deputyship

during the Greater Occultation

It is the unanimous belief of the Shias that the system of

special deputyship came to an end with the passing away of

the great Shaykh, Ali Ibne Muhammad Seymoori (r.a.) He

was the last of the four special deputies of Imam (a.s.)

during the lesser occultation (Ghaibat-e-Sughra). After the

passing away of Ali Ibne Muhammad Seymoori (r.a.) the

period of Greater occultation started and during this period

the point of reference for Shias are the scholars of religion

well-versed in jurisprudence and on the pinnacle of piety.

Thus anyone who claims to be a special deputy of Imam

(a.s.) during this period is a liar and a renegade. Rather, it is

indispensable tenet of Imamiyah faith and none of our

scholars have disputed it. This is the best proof. Moreover,

the good prophecy of Imam (a.s.) with regard to the birth of

Shaykh Sadooq also proves this.

The book Kamaluddin has a narration from Abu

Muhammad Hasan bin Ahmad Maktab who says that in the

year of Ali Ibne Muhammad Saymoori's death he visited

Baghadad. He went to meet Ali Ibne Muhammad Saymoori

a few days before his demise. Ali Ibne Muhammad

Saymoori showed the people a letter from Imam (a.s.)

(Tawqee). It was as follows: "In the Name of Allah the
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Beneficent the Merciful. O Ali Ibne Muhammad Saymoori:

May Allah give good rewards to your brethren concerning

you (i.e. on your death), for indeed you shall die after six

days. So prepare your affairs and do not appoint anyone to

take your place after your death. For the second

occultation has now occurred and there can be no

appearance until, after a long time when Allah gives this

permission, hearts become hardened and the world

becomes filled with injustice. And someone will come to my

partisans (Shia) claiming that he has seen me, beware of

anyone claiming to have seen me before the rise of

al-Sufyani and the outcry from the sky, for he shall be a

slanderous liar. And there is no strength and Might except

Allah, the high and the Mighty."

Maktab says that he copied the tawqee and went away

from there and when he returned on the sixth day he found

Ali Ibne Muhammad Saymoori in a dying condition. When

he was asked regarding his successor he said: "The

Almighty Allah shall Himself take the affair to its

completion."

(Kamaluddin Vol. 2 Pg. 516)

In the above tradition 'meeting' implies special

deputyship because the Ziarat of Imam (a.s.) is possible in

Ghaibat-e-Kubra (greater occultation) also.
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72
To pray for seeing the Imam (a.s.) with forgiveness and

faith

We must pray to the Almighty that He grant us the

distinction of seeing Imam (a.s.) with forgiveness and faith.

Two points are worth noting in this regard. One is that

having a desire of seeing Imam (a.s.) is a mustahab

(recommended) act. Secondly a prayer for seeing him with

faith and forgiveness.

The proof for the first point lies in the supplications of

Ghaibat taught by the Holy Imams (a.s.). For example in

Dua Ahad, quoted from Imam Sadiq (a.s.).

]Ö×#ö̀Ü$]…Þo]Ö_$×Ãè]Ö†ù�n‚éæ]ÖÇ†ùé]ÖvÛn‚é
Translation: O Allah! Let me see his brilliant

countenance and praiseworthy face.

Similarly in Dua-e-Amri it is mentioned,

]Ö×#ö̀Ü$]Þùo]‰ò×Ô]ái†mßoæÖoù]Ú†Õ¾^a†]÷Þ^Ê„]ŸÚ†
Translation: "O Allah! I beseech You make me see

Your Wali in the condition when his command is running."

(He is in power).

Secondly, supporting this point is the tradition of

Ahmad bin Ibrahim quoted in the Bab-ul-Mazar of Beharul

Anwaar:

The narrator says that he told Abu Ja'far Muhammad
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ibne Uthman regarding his desire to see Imam (a.s.). "He

asked me if I was seriously desirous of it and I replied in the

affirmative. He said, 'May Allah reward you for your

desire. May he easily show you the blessed face of Hazrat

(a.s.) while you are eligible for salvation. O Abu Abdillah.

Do not insist on seeing him because this is a period of

occultation. Do not persist for seeking his company

because it a very serious divine affair and in such

circumstances it is better to submit to Allah's will. But you

must address him by reciting his Ziarats."

(Beharul Anwaar Vol. 102 Pg. 97)

73
Following Imam (a.s.) in Moral behavior and deeds

It is our duty to follow Imam (a.s.) in good deeds and

moral behaviour. We must consider Imam (a.s.) as our ideal

in this regard, because that is the actual meaning of

partisanship and following. The perfection of faith lies in

performing the deeds as he does, being with him in

Qiyamat and residing near him in the Paradise.

Hazrat Ali's (a.s.) letter to Uthman bin Hunaif the

Governor of Basra mentions: "Remember that every

follower has a leader whom he follows and from the

effulgence of whose knowledge he takes light."

(Nahjul Balagha)

Imam Zainul Aabedeen (a.s.) is reported to have said, 
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"There is no superiority for Qurayshite or an Arab

regarding his descent except his humility there is no Virtue,

except for his piety there is no good deed other then

intention and no worship act is possible without

considering it correct. Beware! One to whom Allah is most

angry is one who is an Imamite by faith and who does not

follow (his Imam) in deeds."

It is mentioned in the traditions that it is possible that

Allah may befriend a slave but He does not like his deeds

and it is also possible that He does not like a slave likes his

actions. This is also accepted by reason because in the view

of Allah love and hate depends on the legality or the

illegality of that action according to Divine law. If the

person has faith according to it since he is a believer but he

fails to act upon it Allah will be angry with regard to his

actions.

After this introduction it becomes evident that the aim

of Imam's (a.s.) statement that the most hated person from

the aspect of his deeds is one who accepts the way and

religion of Imam (a.s.) from the aspect of belief only. That

is he believes in his Imamat and Wilayat but opposes him

by his actions and behaviour. The consequence of this is

that when a momin opposes his Imam by his deeds and

behaviour the opponents get an opportunity to ridicule and

this is a greater sin. When the believer treads in the
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footsteps of Imams (a.s.) it is as if the honour of the

Waliullah (Imam) Has increased and people are more

attracted towards him. In this way the aim of the institution

of Imamat is achieved.

As mentioned by Imam Sadiq (a.s.), "Become an

ornament for us, do not be a disgrace for us."

(Al-Kafi Vol. 2 Pg. 77)

74
Restraining our tongue except for Allah's

Remembrance

Although this is a meritorious act in all times, it is

specially emphasized for the period of Ghaibat because his

in the thick of perils during this time.

Shaykh Sadooq (a.r.) has quoted Imam Sadiq (a.s.) and

he narrates through his purified forefathers from the Holy

Prophet (s.a.w.s.) that he said, "Those who recognizes Allah

and are humble to Him, they restrains their tongues and

avoids unlawful foods, fast in the day and pray the whole

night."

The companions said, "O Messenger of Allah (s.a.w.s.),

may our parents be sacrificed on you who are these awliya

of Allah (Friends of Allah)?

He (s.a.w.s.) replied, "When the awliya were silent,

their silence was meditation. When they spoke it was

Allah's remembrance. When they looked it was a lesson and
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when they uttered something it was wisdom. When they

walked it was a bounty. If Allah has not destined death for

them their souls would have still been intact in their bodies

for the desire of performing good deeds in anticipation of

heavenly rewards and in the terror of divine chastisement."

(Majalis of Shaykh Sadooq)

Imam Muhammad Baqir (a.s.) says, "Our partisans are

mute."

(Al-Kafi Vol. 2 Pg. 113)

That is, they are not used to utter anything other than

Allah's remembrance.

75
The Prayer of Imam-e-Zamana (a.s.)

Numerous authentic books have quoted the correct

tradition of Jamulus Suboo where Sayyid Ibne Tavoos says.

The Prayer for Imam-e-Zamana (a.s.) consists of two

rakats and in each rakat one should recite the Surah

al-Hamd till Iyyaaka Na'budo wa iyyaaka Nastae'en. Then

repeat this sentence a hundred times and then complete the

Surah. After al-Hamd recite Surah Ikhlaas (Qul

Huwallaaho Ah'ad). On completing this prayer we should

recite the following Dua:

eôŠ»Üô]²ô]Ö†$u»ÛFàô]Ö†$uôn»Ü
]ôÖFồ³o»Âø³¿ö³Üø]Ö»fø³¥ðöæøeø³†ô|ø]Ö»íøËø«ðöæø]Þ»Óø�øÌø]Ö»Çô_ø«ðöæø]Þ»Ïø_øÄø
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]Ö³†$qø³^ðöæø•ø³^Îø³kô]Ÿ»ø…»šöæøÚö³ßô³Ãø³kô]ÖŠ$Ûø«ðöæø]øÞ»kø]Ö»ÛöŠ»jøÃø^áöæø

]ôÖøn»Ôø]Ö»³Ûö�»jø³ÓF³oæøÂø³×øn»Ôø]Ö»³ÛöÃøç$ÙöÊôo]Ö�ôù‚$éôæø]Ö†$ìø«ðô]øÖ×#ö̀Ü$
‘ø³ØôùÂø³×F³oÚö³vø³Û$³‚õæ$!ÙôÚö³vø³Û$‚õ]öæÖôo]Ÿ»øÚ»†ô]Ö$„ôm»àøÊø†ø•»køÂø×øn»ßø^

›ø³^Âøjøö̀³Ü»æøÂø³†$Ê»jøßø^eô„FÖôÔøÚøß»ô̂Öøjøö̀Ü»ÊøËø†ôùt»Âøß$^eôvøÏôùồÜ»Êø†øq÷^Âø^qô¡÷

Îø³†ôm»f÷³^Òø³×øÛ»xô]Ö»fø’ø†ô]øæ»aöçø]øÎ»†øhömø^ÚövøÛ$‚ömø^Âø×ôo%mø^Âø×ôo%mø^ÚövøÛ$‚ö
]ôÒ»³Ëônø³^Þô³o»Êø³ô̂Þ$³Óö³Ûø³^Òø³^Êônø³^áôæø]Þ»³’ö†ø]áôÊøô̂Þ$ÓöÛø^Þø^‘ô†ø]áômø^Úøç»ŸøÞø^
mø³^‘ø³^uôgø]Ö$̂Úø^áô]Ö»Çøç»'ø]Ö»Çøç»'ø]Ö»Çøç»'ø]ø�»…ôÒ»ßôo»]ø�»…ôÒ»ßôoø]ø�»…ôÒ»ßôoø

]ÖŠ$³^Âø³èø]ÖŠ$³^Âøèø]ÖŠ$^Âøèø]Ö»ÃørøØø]Ö»ÃørøØø]Ö»ÃørøØømø^]ø…»uøÜø]Ö†$]uôÛôn»àø
eôvøÐôùÚövøÛ$‚õæ$!Öôäô]Ö_$^aô†ôm»àø!

ÚövøÛø$‚õæ$�ÙôÚövøÛ$‚  ]Ö×$ö̀Ü$‘øØôùÂø×Fo
Translation:

My God, terrible was the calamity, and its evil

consequences are visible, the covering has been removed,

(all) hopes have been cut off, the (plentiful) earth has

shrunk (with very little to spare), the heavenly blessings

have been withheld. Thou alone can help, we refer our grief

and sorrow to Thee, we have full faith in Thee, in the time

of distress, as well as in good fortune. O Allah send

blessings on Muhammad and on the progeny of

Muhammad, whom we must obey as per Thy command,

through which we become aware of their rank and status,
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and let there be joy after sorrow for us, for their sake, right

away, in the twinkle of an eye, more rapidly than that. O

Muhammad! O Ali! O Ali! O Muhammad! Suffice me!

Because both of you provide sufficiently. And help me! For

both of you help and protect. O our master! O the living

Imam! Refuge! Refuge! Refuge! Reach me! Reach me!

Reach me! This hour! This hour! This hour! Do hurry! Do

hurry! Do hurry! O the Most Merciful. For the sake of

Muhammad and his purified Progeny.

(Jamalus Suboo Pg. 280)

Many other  books have also mentioned this

supplication.

76
Weeping for Imam Husain (a.s.)

It is an action by which we can fulfill the rights of

Imam-e-Zamana (a.s.) and there is no doubt that fulfillment

of the rights of Imam-e-Zamana (a.s.) is a medium of

achieving the nearness of Allah. Ja'far ibne Muhammad

ibne Qooloolay (r.a.) narrates from Imam Sadiq (a.s.) a

lengthy tradition on the merits of weeping upon Imam

Husain (a.s.): "No eye or tear is more liked by Allah than

the eye that weeps on him (Imam Husain a.s.). No one

weeps for him except that he has recompensed Janabe

Fatimah Zahra (s.a.) and helped her the mourning. He has

presented a gift to the Messenger of Allah (s.a.w.s.) and
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fulfilled my right. Everyone shall raised in Qiyamant

weeping except those who weep on my oppressed forefather

Imam Husain (a.s.). Because their eyes will be shining. He

would be given the good news and his joy will be apparent

from his facial expression. All the creatures would be

dreading their consequences except those who had wept on

Imam Husain (a.s.). They shall be in absolute security. All

the people will gather on the plains of Mahshar but these

people shall be standing under the shade of the Arsh

(throne) conversing with Imam Husain (a.s.). They shall

not be fearful of the rigorous strictness of the day of

accounting. They would be told to enter Paradise but

would not do so. They would prefer the company of Imam

Husain (a.s.) to Paradise. The Houries of Paradise would

be sending messages to them that they are waiting for these

people, however, they would be so enchanted by the

conversation of Imam Husain (a.s.) that would not pay

heed to the Houries."

(Kamil-uz-Ziyaraat Pg. 81)

The phrase "fulfilled my right" indicates that weeping

for Imam Husain (a.s.) is an act that fulfills the rights of

Imam-e-Zamana (a.s.) and the other holy Imams (a.s.). The

reason for this is probably participation in their grief

implies the fulfillment of mutual rights of believers.
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Visiting the tomb of Imam Husain (a.s.)

It is an act of goodwill towards Imam-e-Zamana (a.s.)

and other Purified Imams (a.s.). By performing this we can

please the pure heart of Imam (a.s.). Imam (a.s.) prays for

the visitor of Imam Husain (a.s.), day and night. Ibne

Qoolooya has quoted Imam Sadiq (a.s.) in Kamiluz Ziaraat: 

"One who visits the tomb of my (great grand) father (Imam

Husain a.s.), he has performed an act of goodwill towards

the Messenger of Allah (s.a.w.s.) and has respected our

relationship. The back-biting of such a person is haraam

and his flesh is haraam for hell-fire."

Imam Sadiq (a.s.) says in another tradition: "The deed

loved most by Allah is the visitation (Ziarat) of the tomb of

Imam Husain (a.s.). The deed of a believer loved most by

Allah making the momineen happy and the condition loved

most by Allah is that a person weeps in prostration."

(Kamil-uz-Ziaraat Pg. 127)
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Excessively Cursing the Umayyads, openly and secretly

If there is no occasion for Taqaiyyah, fear or personal or

social constraint it is recommended to narrate the evil deeds

of Bani Umayyah and curse them from the pulpits and in

gatherings. It is one of those acts that make one eligible for

Allah's proximity.

Shaykh Sadooq writes in Khisaal that the Messenger of

Allah (s.a.w.s.) told Ali (a.s.), "O Ali! Bani Umayyah will

curse you and for each of their curse an angel will curse

them a thousand times. After his reappearance Qaem (a.s.).

will curse them for forty years."

It means that Imam-e-Zamana (a.s.) will command his

followers to curse the Bani Umayyah from every pulpit and

in every gathering through out the world. The period so

mentioned is in retaliation of the hatred propaganda

unleashed by Bani Umayyah to malign the name of Ali

(a.s.). It is the worldly punishment of the evil deeds of Bani

Ummayyah.

79
Active involvement in the fulfillment of rights of

brothers in faith

One of the actions that can earn the Imam's (a.s.)

pleasure is active involvement in fulfillment of mutual
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rights. Considering this duty unimportant tantamounts to

consider the right of Imam (a.s.) insignificant because

traditions state that the relationship of momineen with

Imam (a.s.) is that of father and sons and since friendship

and goodness to children is friendship and goodness to their

parents the same shall apply with regard to the rights of

momineen.

Mualla Ibne Khanees relates that he asked Imam Sadiq

(a.s.) regarding the rights of believers. Imam (a.s.) said, 

"The momin has seventy rights but I shall inform of only

seven of them because I fear you would not be able to bear

it and I love you much."

The narrator said, "Insha Allah I shall be able to bear it."

Imam (a.s.) started, "Do not eat to satiation if your

momin brother is hungry, do not dress up if he is unclothed,

guide him in every matter, and prefer for him what you

prefer for yourself. If you have a maidservant send her to

him that she may do his househould chores. Always remain

busy in fulfilling the needs of the momin brother. If you do

this, you have connected your wilayat to our wilayat and

our wilayat to the wilayat of Allah."

In another tradition Mufaddal Ibne Umar narrates from

Imam Sadiq (a.s.) that he said, "Those of you who pleases a

momin should not think that he has pleased that momin

alone. By Allah! They have made us (Imams) happy, rather
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by Allah they have made the Messenger of Allah (s.a.w.s.)

happy."

(Al-Kafi Vol. 2 Pg. 174)

80
Awaiting for the Reappearance (Zuhoor) and making

Preparation for it

We should be eagar for the Imam's Zuhoor so that we

get a chance to serve him. There are two points in this

regard (1) Virtue of obtaining weapons (2) Arranging for

troops etc.

(1) Regarding the obtaining of arms and weapons,

Imam Sadiq (a.s.) says in a tradition, "If one of you

prepares for the Zuhoor of Hazrat Qaem (a.s.) even with a

weapon as little as an arrow, when Allah sees the intention,

I am sure, He would prolong your life."

(Ghaibat-e-Nomani Pg. 137)

The above traditions indicates that Allah shall prolong

the life of such a person, but he may live long enough to be

physically present during the Imam's Zuhoor or not.

(2) The second point indicating the virtue of military

preparation can be illustrated from the following Verse of

Holy Quran: "O you who believe! Be patient and excel in

patience and remain steadfast, and be careful of (your

duty to) Allah, that you may be successful."

(Surah Aale Imraan 3: 200).
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The Arabic word for "remain steadfast" is "Rabe too"

Rabetoo is derived from R-B-T'. It means to bind, tie up and

make fast etc. The fuqaha (jurisprudents) have mentioned

in the Book of Jihad that staying in a populated center

where there is a risk of the resurgence of infidels and

danger to Islam, is Marabata, (Refer to Concise Oxford

Dictionary, marabout=frontier station, where he [Muslim

holy man] acquired merit by combat against the infidel.)

Marabata is for three days or more with a maximum

limit of forty days. If it exceeds 40 days the rewards equals

to that of the warriors (Mujahideen). There is also no

difference in its permissibility whether the Imam is present

or in Ghaibat.

The Messenger of Allah (s.a.w.s.) says, "One night

spent in Marabata is better than a month of fasting during

the days and praying during the nights. If that person dies,

that action of his shall continue and so will his sustenance.

He shall be safe from the interrogating angels of the

grave."

Another tradition on this subject says, "The scroll of

deeds of all those who die is rolled up and sealed. Except

for those who perform Marabata in the way of Allah. His

deeds shall continue to multiply till Qiyamat and while in

his grave he shall be secure from the interrogating angels."

It is necessary to point out here that in such cases the
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Marabata referred to is that which is performed on behalf

of the departed souls. Secondly Marabata is mustahab

when there is no actual risk of attack from the enemy

infidels. Because if there is actual need it would be

Wajib-e-Kifai (One of us is dutybound to fulfill it).

May Allah hasten the reappearance of His last

Hujjat, the Qaem of the Progeny of Muhammad

(s.a.w.s.).

16th Muharram 1422 A.H.

11th April 2001 A.D.

English Translation completed 22nd June 2001
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